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GV’s Momentum
dancers to perform
for charity
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TEACH-IN SESSIONS ADDRESS ISSUES FOSTERING BIAS AT GV

Survey gives voice to affiliate professors' concerns
BY CARLY SIMPSON
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

In discussions about nontenured faculty, the term
“second-class citizen” is of
ten brought up. Grand Valley
State University is working
to fight this stereotype.
“In the past, tenured fac
ulty members have viewed
affiliates as second-class citi
zens,” said Scott Richardson,
associate vice president of
human resources. “We’ve
tried hard not to do that. Ev
eryone is important to the

mission of the university,
which is to give students an
education.”
In October 2013, Human
Resources administered a
survey to gauge affiliate fac
ulty members’ feelings about
how they are treated at the
university and what they
would like to see happen in
the future.
The survey showed that
80 percent of affiliates at
GVSU agreed or somewhat
SEE AFFILIATE ON AS

Student who tiled false bias
report awaits judicial review;
BY HANNAH LENTZ

incident, it is addressing'
a topic much larger than!
Following the release of one event.
“The Teach-In is not in !
a statement by the Grand
Valley Police Department response to a single bias;
revealing that the student incident, but rather a re- •
who reported the bias in sponse to events we know
cident on Feb. 17 was also happen in our campus and
responsible for it, ques in our world,” said Pro
tions have been raised as vost Gayle Davis. “Grand
Valley’s value system calls
to what comes next.
The student respon for everyone to be treated
sible has been referred to fairly and with respect
and for all to
the Dean of
live free of in
Students
to
timidation."
await judicial
Accord
review.
Be
ing to GVSU’s
cause the case
2011
Cam
still requires a I'm impressed
Climate
formal hear by the way the pus
Survey,
bias
ing, much of
incidents oc
the informa situation has
tion
regard been handled. cur more fre
quently than
ing a final
some
may
decision is un BART MERKLE
think.
The
available, said DEAN OF STUDENTS
survey
as
Bart Merkle,
sessed
the
dean of students and vice
provost for student affairs. views of 7,500 students at
Reactions
regarding the university. One aspect
the findings of the police that it focused on was ha
investigation varied and rassment, and it found
led to several faculty and that 11 percent of respon
community
discussions dents believed they had
personally
experienced
about the incident.
“One way a univer conduct that was offen
sity such as ours can deal sive, hostile, exclusionary
with hateful behavior is or intimidating and that it
to talk about it,” Merkle interfered with their work
said. “I’m impressed by and learning on campus.
With this data regard
the way the situation has
been handled through the ing bias incidents, it has
press and community in become a priority to ad
dress related campus is
teraction.”
He added that these sues as they are a real
events and conversations and present concern, said
regarding the topic of bias Merkle.
“We don’t all have to be
can be seen as a learning
experience — and a way alike. We live in a world of
to improve GVSU’s cam ideas and we can do that
respectfully through a
puses.
The attention of stu community conversation,”
dents, faculty and staff he said. “Through these
has been directed toward efforts, people can reflect
the Teach-In, which was on the Grand Valley expe
held all day yesterday. rience and what all people
Though the Teach-In may can do to make campus a
follow the recent discus
SEE BIAS ON A2
sion on the falsified bias
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

Leading the leaders: Tucker, a 12-week-old golden lab, is a Paws with a Cause puppy. He is being raised by Professor Bruce
Ostrow and his wife from Grand Valley State University. The Ostrows are one of a few GVSU families supporting the group.

THE DOG DAYS
Faculty, staff tram dogs on campus for Paws With a Cause

BY GABRIELLA PATTI

first two have long since been given back
to the organization and are with clients.
“People always ask us, ‘Isn’t it hard to
When professor Bruce Ostrow walks
down the hallways in the Padnos Hall of give him up?”’ Ostrow said. “It is hard, but
Science at Grand Valley State University, it is for a good cause. We have high expec
he is used to being stopped or stared at by tations that Tucker will make it through the
students. This is not necessarily because program and be a service dog for someone
they have tons of probing science ques with a disability who needs his assistance.”
According to the Paws
tions or because they are
With a Cause mission state
rude, but rather because of
ment,
the
organization
Ostrows companion, Tucker.
works to enhance the inde
Tucker is a 12-week-old
pendence and quality of life
golden lab, a mix between a
We love dogs, for people with disabilities. It
golden retriever and a lab
also works to raise awareness
rador. He is being trained and we love
of the rights and roles of as
as a companion puppy for
to support
sistance dog teams.
Paws With a Cause, a na
“We love dogs, and we
tional organization that Paws.
love to support Paws,” Os
provides service dogs for
BRUCE OSTROW
trow said. “It really is a great
people with disabilities.
PROFESSOR
service organization. Our
“I bring Tucker to work ev
task is to socialize him and
eryday, and he is very popular
because he is so cute and well behaved,” Os expose him to many different situations so
trow said. “All the students in Padnos Hall of he is comfortable with everything.”
Service dogs are well behaved because
Science know about Tucker!’
Ostrow is raising Tucker with his they begin training at a very young age.
“They know no other lifestyle ex
wife, professor Georgette Sass, who
also teaches in the biology department. cept good behavior,” Ostrow said.
Tucker is their third Paws puppy; the “Tucker is owned by Paws so we have
GPATTI@LANTHORN.COM

to follow their guidelines.”
Although Tucker is cute, raising him
does have its challenges.
“It is not easy to raise a puppy; it is
like having an infant,” Ostrow said. “At
first, he did not sleep through the night.
He is not yet house trained. Everything
goes in his mouth, and we have had to
pull some pretty nasty things out of it.”
The university has been support
ive of Tucker and has allowed the
puppy to accompany Ostrow and his
wife to work every day.
Ostrow is not the only GVSU com
munity member who is a supporter of
Paws With a Cause. Dean of Students
Bart Merkle and his wife, Anne, a staff
member at the Mary Idema Pew Li
brary, have been involved with the or
ganization for more than 10 years.
The Merkles have trained several
dogs and are responsible for one of the
organization’s top dogs. Bart said that
they believe in what the program is do
ing and are happy working with them.
“It is a wonderful program,” he said.
“Dogs are well trained, are given a good
home and are really going to help some
one who could use their assistance.”

Students call for safety regulations in GV apparel factories
GV's United Students Against Sweatshops encourages administrators to secure rights for workers
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s United Students Against
Sweatshops is trying to make a
difference for laborers once again
— this time in Bangladesh.
Last week, USAS members held
a protest rally on campus in order
to push administrators to sign the
Accord on Fire and Building safe
ty in Bangladesh, where GVSU
and Louie the Laker-affiliated
clothing is manufactured.

“It actually makes sure the
workers who make our cloth
ing aren’t killed in the process,”
said Lindsey Disler, president of
the club.
According to a press release
signed by Disler, more than 1,500
garment workers in Bangladesh
have died in the last two years
in preventable factory fires and
building collapses.
The rally is part of a national
SEE SWEATSHOPS ON A5
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Taking action:

I

Student Lindsey Disler (center) and the USAS protest at the Allendale Campus.
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Contemporary bias

Teach-In offers new perspectives on age-old issue

BY CARLY SIMPSON
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

In today’s society, racism and other
forms of bias can often go undetected.
A Teach-In was held at Grand Valley
State University yesterday to raise and
answer questions about the issue and
to allow students, faculty and staff
members to share their ideas and ex
periences with it.
Presentations, lectures and discus
sions were hosted throughout the day
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. in the Mary
Idema Pew Library. There were 28 ses
sions scheduled ranging from discus
sions about when a joke isn’t funny to
the impact of frisk practices.
English professor Kathryn Remlinger and her students from English
392: Language and Power gave the
presentation “From Facebook Memes
to Immigration Policies: The Every
day Language of Modern Racism."

BIAS
CONTINUED FROM A1
better environment.”
The Teach-In may not be
the only thing that is needed to

The session focused on language
“Rather than examining blatant
and how it can be used to reinforce kinds of racism, such as racial slurs,
and redefine racism. Remlinger said we need to discuss the more subtle
racism is something that many people ways that we all participate to rein
unknowingly take part in
force and reproduce rac
during everyday life.
ism in our everyday lives,”
“Linguistic subordina
Remlinger said. “We need
tion is the root of social
to talk about contempo
prejudice,” she said. “If Linguistic
rary racism rather than
you want to look at soci
something from the 1950s.
ety and see which groups subordination
Racism isn’t limited to the
are stigmatized, then just is the root of... past.”
look at what dialects are
Today, racism is still
prejudice.
made fun of or looked at
perpetuated in advertise
as wrong, incorrect or un KATHRYN REMUNGER ments and schools. Dur
intelligible.”
ing the presentation, stu
ENGLISH PROFESSOR
The class used ex
dents discussed this trend
amples including mock
and explained the terms
Ebonics, mock Spanish, Facebook “racilaization” and “othering”
memes, advertisements, public state
“‘Racialization’ is the act of putting
ments by politicians and comics to together a whole group of people into
reinforce the point that everyday lan
SEE TEACH-IN ON A5
guage can hurt and do real damage.

address the issue at hand, and
members of the campus com
munity are doubtful that one
event will fix everything, though
it is a step in the right direction.
However, many are hopeful that

the day will help to reduce the
chances of similar events occur
ring at GVSU in the future.
“I would welcome a solution
to the discriminatory behavior,
but I don’t have much hope

that it will ever be thoroughly
eliminated,” Davis said. “Still,
Grand Valley is well suited to
educate people on the destruc
tive nature of such behavior on
all involved.”

NEWS

BRIEFS
GV student veterans to host
5k to help homeless veterans
This Saturday, Grand Valley State University's chapter
of Student Veterans of America will be hosting a 5k run/
walk on the Allendale Campus. The event is free and open
to the public. Participants are asked to bring donations
that will be given to homeless veterans who are served
by Health Care for Homeless Veterans, which is looking
for items such as new socks, hats, gloves and undergar
ments. Registration starts at 9 a.m. at the Cook Carillon
Tower, and the race will begin at 10 a.m.This is the second
annual 5k the group has hosted to support veterans.
GV signs program articulation agreement with GRCC
Grand Valley State University signed an articulation agree
ment with Grand Rapids Community College that will al
low students from GRCC to easily transfer to GVSU's exer
cise science program. The two institutions began working
on the agreement several years ago. Students from GRCC
will be able to take two years of exercise science there,
^Y/C I I
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bachelor's degree in the piogram. With more than 1,000
students enrolled in the major at GVSU, it is the fifth larg
est program on campus.
Graduate Showcase set for April 2
The Office of Graduate Studies and the Center for Schol
arly and Creative Excellence are co-sponsoring this year's
Graduate Showcase: Education for the Future program.
The showcase will take place April 2 in the Loosemore
Auditorium on the Pew Campus from 3:30 p.m. until 6
p.m. It will feature 50 students from Grand Valley State
University's graduate programs who will present posters
of their research and scholarly activities. Some topics of
presentations include freshwater fish research, sustain
ability in business, social media use in human resources
and a pilot study on children with cerebral palsy.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Concert gives female artists a chance to 'rock the mic'
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
SPENDOWSKI@LANTHORN.COM

With male artists consistently dominat
ing today’s music charts, rarely are musi
cal events devoted to all-female talent. The
Ladies First Rock the Mic Poetry and the
Love for music concert showcases only lo
cal, female musicians and poets — a Fitting
ending to Womens History Month.
Spotlight Productions of Grand Valley
State University has teamed up with non
profit organization Ladies First Rock the
Mic to host this year’s concert. The show
case takes place at 8 p.m. in the Thornapple
room of the Kirkhof Center on March 28
and is intended to bring attention to and
empower local female talent.
“It’s an annual thing. We partner up with
them for the international women’s month,”
said Spotlight Productions member Sarah
Beamish. “We usually do the open mic
night...and that is just for everyone, but this
is for more established female musicians on
campus.”
Ladies First Rock the Mic is a local or

ganization that promotes female, indepen Michigan. It was at one particular show in
dent artists in southwest Michigan. The Kalamazoo that Word came into contact
concept occurred to founder Deejay Word with GVSU students, who expressed their
as his daughters danced to the Fergie and interest in the nonprofit organization. The
Lauren Hale tracks he was spin
students were attracted to its
purpose of advancing feminine
ning.
“They would sometimes sing
pride through educational en
the stuff I would be playing and
tertainment.
“For the most part, our
I saw that they loved music, so
whole purpose is promoting
what I said to myself was, ‘Wow, You get to
phenomenal female talent in all
when they get older and they’re see a side of
genres of music as well as po
old enough to actually produce
etry, and from time to time we
and create and add onto music, people that...
I want them to be able to ex nobody knows. put on women empowerment
seminars,” Word said. “We de
press themselves the way they
cided to do a little bit more edu
want,’” Word said. “Not to have SARAH BEAMISH
cational things with it.”
to necessarily Fit into the norm SPOTLIGHT MEMBER
The organization also helps
of what the record companies
local, independent musicians
are saying female artists have to
do, but they don’t have to do anything, they and artists learn the business by teaching
can do whatever...and that is how it (Ladies the legality of copyright and how to market
First Rock the Mic) came about.”
their work.
The lineup for this year’s concert not
After partnering up with other commu
nity members, performers and artists, Word only includes musicians from around the
began to bring the organization to a variety area but also female GVSU students. The
of venues and colleges around southwest concert, hosted by Samara Philisophicles

W., will feature performances by Soul Sif
ter, Jeri Jazzy Wade, Queen-Naveronics
The-Oracle (QUEEN), Kyera Allison (IN
TELLECT), Envy Rivercityslim Storm, Desi
Taylor, Yodie Sky, Ashara Williams (FrivolousShara) and Ariana Hernandez.
The concert includes musical acts as well
as spoken word poets.
“I think it is going to bring in a more
diverse audience because a lot of the timp
our events are centered around people on
campus. But this one easily draws people
from outside areas, especially Grand Rap
ids,” Beamish said. “You get to see a side of
people that maybe nobody knows.”
Word usually not only DJs the Ladies
First Rock the Mic events but is also the
technical director. However, for this partic
ular concert, GVSU alumna Anastasia Rosa
(DJ Rica) will spin the tracks to welcome
the audience.
Although admission to the event is free,
attendees are encouraged to bring canned
goods for the food drive. All the food col
lected will go to the GVSU Women’s Center.
-r

Loud and proud: Salvia performs during the beginning of
the Pride Awards hosted by the LGBT Resource Center.

Pride Awards honor
A man's issue, too LGBT- - - - - r

Doing their part: Grand Valley State University's Men In Action work to address the issue of sexual violence against women.
The group recently screened the film "My Masculinity Helps” to explain the role of African-American men as educators.

5574

Male group on campus works to prevent assault on women
The organization’s latest
event was a screening of the
t Grand Valley State film “My Masculinity Helps.”
University, one in ev The film showcases and ex
ery four women will plores the role of Africanbe a victim of sexual vio American men as educators
lence or assault during their and supporters in the pre
time as a student, accord vention of sexual violence.
ing to the Women’s Center. The movie shared narratives
A newly approved student of different teens and adults
organization is working to and their views regarding
sexual violence, the objec
help counter this trend.
Men In Action is a cam tification of women and the
pus group that is focused on stereotypes men face.
“We grow up
educating
stu
with
the saying
dents about the
‘be a man,’ but
topic of sexual
that statement
violence, assault
says there’s an
and a male’s re
exact way to be
want
to
We
sponsibility
in
one. There are
helping in its help from
as many ways
prevention. The
to be a man as
organization also the male
there are men,”
teaches men to perspective.
said Kyle Mar
advocate as well
advisory
as educate on the SANTIAGO GAYTON tin,
board
member
MEN
IN
ACTION
MEMBER
issue.
for
Men
In Ac
“We’re a group
tion.
“There’s
of men interested in helping
figure out how males can a responsibility to use male
help end gender-based vio privilege to educate other
lence,” said Santiago Gayton, men because it’s a societal
a member of Men in Action issue.”
After viewing the film, a
and the fraternity and soror
comprehensive
discussion
ity life coordinator at GVSU.
followed
as
students
in at
“We want to help from the
male perspective. It’s not tendance shared their reac
just a women’s issue. It’s a tions to the movie as well as
their views on the issue of
men’s issue, too.”

BY PETER CHHUM

PCHHUM@LANTHORN.COM

sexual violence.
“I think it comes back to
an all-encompassing idea of
responsibility. It’s on us to
hold ourselves responsible
for our sayings and our ac
tions,” said GVSU sopho
more Trenton Allen, who
attended the event. “It’s one
thing to say, ‘it’s part of the
culture’ or ‘I was raised this
way.’ We need to realize that
it is something we can over
come.”
Another student in at
tendance agreed that sexual
assault is a men’s issue, too,
and added that women can
help them to realize it.
“When someone says
something to you, its easier
to laugh it off than to stand
up and say, ‘I don’t like what
you said.’ But the more times
women say it’s not accept
able, the more boys can re
alize it, too,” said senior Be
linda Thomas.
Though the group is still
new to the university, it is
quickly becoming a valuable
asset. Its efforts to educate
and prevent sexual violence
complements the work be
ing done by the GVSU
Women’s Center, said The
resa Rowland, the VAWA
grant coordinator.
“It’s definitely helpful to

LGBT Resource Center,
presented the Ambassador
of the Year Award to GVSU
llies and members of student Andrew Collier.
the LGBT community Collier has been involved in
gathered in the Kirk many of the center s events;,
hof Center at Grand Valley
such as the recent Wear the
State University on Tuesday Rainbow clothing swap. Ip
for the second annual Pride addition, he has given sevAwards to celebrate and eral presentations for differ
honor people who have pos ent classes at the university.;
itively impacted the LGBT
Greyerbiehl said the Arm
community.
bassador Program “seeks to
The LGBT Resource build connections with stu'r
Centers staff presented nine dents,” and she added that
different awards to students, Collier is “always being rejfaculty and staff who have sponsive” and has a “consist
been involved in this year’s tent presence and passion^*
events and LGBT groups when he attends or volun
such as Loud and Queer and teers at LGBT events.
First-Year Queer Alliance.
Two students received
Carrie Simmons, LGBT the Outstanding Student
Resource Center program Award. Rachael Blansetj
coordinator, presented the took one for her commit;
Ally of the Year Award to ment to social justice in tht
Rhonda LeMieux. LeMieux community. Blansett is a
is the student services assis third-year communications
tant at the Dean of Students student, a published jour
Office, and she is a trainer in nalist, an LGBT Ambassa;the center’s Allies and Ad dor and co-creator of Loud
vocates program. Simmons and Queer. She has also par
and LeMieux trained more ticipated in the Change 0
than 500 students last year sessions.
and expressed the need to
“She is not sitting af
expand.
home waiting for the revo-“There is a continuing lution,” said Emily West,
need for the Ally and Ad LGBT Resource Center
vocate program,” LeMieux grant coordinator. “She is
said. “The journey is ever the revolution.”
%
growing.”
Lindsay Greyerbiehl, a
SEE LGBT ON A$
graduate assistant at the

BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM

have men talking with other
men on this topic,” Rowland
said. “To step into this work,
which is difficult, it’s helpful
to see other men doing that.
This isn’t women’s work; it’s
everybody’s work.”
Men in Action strives
to teach and educate on
two complementary ide
als: a male’s influence and
responsibility in inhibiting
sexual and gender-based
violence, as well as teaching
men to advocate and tutor
in a counter-narrative to the
common definition and por
trayal of masculinity.
“It’s one thing to say, ‘I’m
not a rapist,’ but it’s another
thing to be an anti-rapist,”
said MarcQus Wright, a
Men in Action member and
the director of the educa
tional support program at
GVSU. “To be anti means
you are actually fighting the
system of oppression. To be
anti means you’re standing
up for this kind of work and
that you’re standing up for
women.”
Men in Action meets
Thursdays at 1 p.m. outside
the LGBT Resource Center
and welcomes all students
who are interested. For more
information, visit www.
gvsu.edu/mia.
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A message for fellow April graduates: Revel in your nostalgia

BY NIKKI FISHER
NFISHER <9 LANTHORN.COM W

Alright, seniors.
Four weeks left, including
finals. Can you believe it?
I mean can you actually
believe it? As a traditional
student, I’ve been in school
since the ripe young age of
four years old—that’s seven
teen years’ worth of waking
up at ungodly hours to attend
classes, grueling over home
work, and learning about both
things I was interested in and

things that I wasn’t. I am sure
many of you share comparable
experiences.
I can’t speak for the rest of
y all, but it is difficult for me to
imagine my world consisting
of anything else. I will likely
apply for graduate school next
year, which means four to five
more years of school, but for
some of you, this is it. This is
your last experience with a
school system of any kind.
If this is you, then wherever
you are reading this, can I get a
whooping “Hell Yeah!”?
You made it! I don’t even
know you, but I am proud
of yoa Despite our lack of
knowledge about one another,
we have shared an intimate,
albeit distant journey by
completing our undergradu
ate degrees here. I know what

you went through to earn this
diploma. I have bruised my
knees on many of the same
hoops.
With reality dawning
quickly upon us, I think I am
finally beginning to see that
fine, white light at the end of
the tunnel, the one glimmer
ing with a faint blue band of
bobbing graduation caps and
the fuzzy image of T-Haas
waving in a ceremonial gown
from upon a lacquered stage.
Of course, unadulterated
bliss is a rare thing; with joy of
ten comes sacrifice. The people
who will be sitting next to you
at this graduation ceremony
will be our roommates, class
mates. boyfriends, girlfriends,
brothers, and sisters. Come
four weeks, we will be leaving
them behind, too, along with

our faculty mentors and this
grand place herself, this Grand
Valley.
In light of this sad truth,
I challenge you to do a few
things before you leave GVSU,
as a revel in whatever nostalgia
you have earned:
Cross the Little Mac Bridge,
but not because you are rush
ing between classes, but lei
surely and of your own accord.
Climb down beneath her wide
berth and traverse the ravines.
Marvel in the beauty of the
surrounding landscape.
Remember how it felt to be
a freshman, when you may not
have known anybody. Close
your eyes, now look around
at the university and imagine
seeing it again for the first time
when nothing was familiar.
How did it look different?

Get lunch with a friend
whom you met during your
freshman or sophomore year,
but have not talked to in a
while. Listen to their stories.
Sympathize.
If you get along with your
roommates, drag all your
mattresses into the living room
and have a sleepover.
Buy a pizza from Papa
Johns. 1 know it’s not great,
but, heck, it’s certainly nostal
gic. Share it with whoever is
around. If no one is around,
binge-eat all of it by yourself.
Stroll around Kleiner at
night. Sit on a bench and
people-watch.
Go to the Rec Center and
work out like it’s New Year’s
Resolution Week.
Go to Java City and buy
a smoothie. Pretend that it’s

VALLEY VOTE

EDITORIAL

Should GVSU construct a place of worship for its
non-Christian community members?

TAKE YOUR PICK

YES - 55%

NO - 45%

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:
Was the Teach-In worth GVSU investing in?
LOG ON & VOTE

LANTHORN.COM

We encourage every student to take five minutes to review the Student Senate
candidates and vote. That, or stop complaining about the way GVSU is run.
eople like to complain. Just a
your grievances are addressed and
fact. And if you’re a person, you
your condition changes, but for those
likely have complaints. And if
who don’t want to be on senate, voting
you’re a Grand Valley State University
other people on is the next best thing.
student, your list of complaints prob
It allows you to, through someone else,
ably includes a point or two about the
voice concerns and opinions and make
way the university runs or meets your
a lasting change on campus.
needs.
Some students complain that
Today, you can make an effort to
changes at GVSU favor a certain group
cross them off and move on. Vote.
or don’t take into account other issues
Student Senate is hosting its annual
that may come up. GVSU often prides
election process, which means that you
itself on its commitment to diversity,
have the opportunity to elect a student
inclusion and community. But how can
to represent you and the issues that
the university really have these values
bother you most.
if the students helping to make major
While many people love to com
decisions on campus don’t reflect
plain, many people don’t take the next
them? The more students who vote for
step to create change. Running for
next year’s senators, the more opin
Student Senate is probably the best,
ions that are represented, the more the
most reliable method to ensure that
whole student body can be represented.

P

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
What Student Senate candidate "platform"
would secure your vote?

I want to address issues of rac
ism and bullying.

LAUREN DROUILLARD

Freshman
Pre-medical imaging
Tecumseh. Mich.

healthy even if it invalidates
your aforementioned workout.
Skip a class. Do not, I
repeat, do not use this time to
do homework. Use this time
to do something you’ve been
wanting do for a while but
didn’t because you “don’t have
time.”
Use this time to look up the
email address of a professor
who was particularly inspiring
to you at some point over the
course of the past four years.
Let them know how much
they influenced you.
Mourn the loss of what you
have loved here.
Celebrate everything you
have gained.
Get ready to keep moving
forward.
Congratulate yourself—
truly, you deserve it.

It is important for you to review the
platforms of candidates and make sure
that the people elected to Student Sen
ate will accurately represent you. There
is little chance that Student Senate will
take on community issues unless they
are alerted of them and pressed to ad
dress them, and who better to push the
agenda than someone within the senate
body? So pick your ideal senators, and
help them secure seats.
Here’s a motto that everyone should
keep in mind: Don’t complain about
things if you’re not willing or don’t care
to take action and work to fix the prob
lem. Voting for Student Senate doesn’t
take long and makes a big impact.
So put down this paper, get online,
and vote. Seriously. Go now.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I CHRISTY SPIELMAN
To see a stronger focus on
resources open to students
(advising - stress, depression,
etc.) and professional network
ing.
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AMANDA RICE

Junior
Allied health sciences
Canton, Mich.

Tuition cost and chairs/seating
in classrooms.

ADAM HOSSINK

Junior
Marketing
Holland, Mich.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanlhorns opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehide for community
discussion. The I anthorn will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs. The content, information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear a* space
permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other reader
generated content can be submitted

to the Grand Valley Lanthom’s
YourSpace page by emailing
commumty@lanthom.com.
letters to the editor should
indude the authors full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside
of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial@lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We'il listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com

BY KORTNEY ONDAYKO
KONDAYKO@LANTHORN.COM

As a high school senior,
I would have laughed at the
thought of going Greek. Not
only that, I never would have
equated GVSU with having
any sort of vibrant Greek life.
But the truth is, as a proud
member of the Greek com
munity, Greek life at GVSU is
not only vibrant, it is genuine
and exemplary.
I think there are two rea
sons for my misconception.
One, that I had a stereotypical
version of Greek life in my
head, and two, that GVSUs
* lively Greek life isn’t adver
tised in GVSUs “image” that
is portrayed to incoming
. students.
looking back, when
I thought of Greek life, I
thought of a stereotypical and
hyper-commercialized “Greek
life.” I thought of the “rival
ing” fraternities at big state
universities, the horror stories
of hazing, and the many

generations of legacies in the
South.
You know what I mean:
the negative stigma that
surrounds Greek life. That
all “firat guys” do is drink in
expensive polos, while soror
ity girls all secretly hate each
other and spend most of their
time being “sorostitutes.”
While this image may be
true at some universities, it is
the farthest from the truth at
GVSU.
What makes GVSUs
Greek life so amazing is its
overwhelming sense of com
munity. Greek people love
other Greek people — there
is no rivalry between different
sororities or fraternities. We
simply appreciate the com
mon factor that we each wear
letters and are a part of some
thing greater than ourselves.
But we don’t appreci
ate from afar: we constantly
support each other’s events
and help raise money for each
other’s philanthropies, all
while building strong friend
ships.
Not only is GVSUs Greek
life one of the most welcom
ing communities I have ever
been a part of — it is the most
dedicated and passionate
about helping others. GVSUs
Greek students put their
philanthropies first and spend

countless hours dedicated to
helping those in need. Did
you hear about the gentlemen
of ATO walking 160 miles
to raise more than $30,000
for multiple sclerosis over
their spring break? Need I say
more?
Another aspect that sets
GVSUs Greek life apart from
most is the dedication of
individual chapters to uphold
standards and make sure they
are projecting a desired image.
GVSU s Greek life breaks the
stereotypical boundaries, but
it takes work. Fraternities
and sororities alike have to
put forth effort to break these
stigmas. For example, it is held
as a priority to hold events
with other chapters, get to
know other sorority women,
and stay absolutely focused on
each organization’s core goals.
Another extremely awe
some, not to mention helpful,
aspect to Greek life is the door
it opens for other opportuni
ties beyond Greek life. Here at
GVSU, there are Greeks repre
sented in all different kinds of
clubs and organizations.
Personally, I have learned
about so many different ways
to get involved on campus
through my affiliation. It has
helped me meet many people
involved in different commu
nities and given me the chance

to learn more about the kinds
of opportunities available on
campus.
Oh, and one last thing.
Hazing.
I believe GVSUs Greek
life stands out due to its quite
remarkable lack of hazing.
Nothing says brotherhood/sis
terhood like a good of pledge
scrubbing the floors, right?
Not so much.
GVSUs Greek life, as
whole, not just individual
chapters, holds each other
up to certain standards. The
Greek community holds
philanthropy, sisterhood and
brotherhood, academics and
anti-hazing highly, and each
“umbrella” association strictly
enforces these rules.
The only downfall to
GVSUs Greek community is
that it remains virtually un
known to those not attending
the university. My suggestion
is that GVSU — or perhaps
the Greek community itself—
make this wonderful com
munity better known to future
students. Reveal the amazing
secret that Grand Valley’s
Greek life is.
Being Greek at GVSU has
totally changed my college
experience, and it is certainly
for the better. This is a selling
point that GVSU should take
advantage of.
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LGBT
CONTINUED FROM A3
Greyerbiehl gave Tyler Stringer the sec
ond Outstanding Student Award. Stringer
was a member of the First-Year Queer Al
liance and the Ambassador Program. He
is also the social media representative for
the LGBT Resource Center. Greyerbiehl
said he is concerned with “creating a wel
coming space for students at the center.”

AFFILIATE
CONTINUED FROM A1
agreed that they were treat
ed with respect by tenured
and tenure-track faculty in
their unit.
After reviewing the rest
of the survey results, affili
ate policies have been un
der review by the faculty
personnel policy commit
tee and the executive com
mittee of the senate. The
Deans Council is expected
to discuss them, as well, but
any changes would have to
be made by the provost.
At GVSU there are 158
full-time affiliate faculty
members and eight parttime members. The term
“affiliate” is a hybrid that
was created at GVSU about
15 years ago, Richardson
said.
The term was created to
give nontenured faculty the
same benefits as regular
faculty and to treat them
like continuing members
of the community.
“We do need affiliates
to help teach classes at the
university,” said Joy Washbum, a member of the ECS.
“I think one thing to do is

*(§>GVLNEWS

Other awards presented included the
Dedicated Faculty Award, the Solidarity
Award, the Milt Ford LGBT Leadership
Award and the LGBT Resource Center
FIERCE Award. The FIERCE Award was
dedicated to Milt Ford, the founder of the
LGBT Resource Center at GVSU who re
cently lost his battle with cancer.
For more information about the LGBT
Resource Center and its event, visit www.
gvsu.edu/lgbtrc.

to listen to affiliates about
what it is that they want
because they’re the ones in
the position and can give
us feedback.”
At GVSU, there are few
differences in benefits be
tween affiliates and regu
lar faculty, he added. They
have the same medical and
dental plans, and the costs
are equal.
When they are first
hired, they are given a
year-long contract. Based
on performance, affiliates
are offered a three-year
contract that is up for re
newal every two years.
“This gives them a
chance to say, ‘We don’t
want to work here any
more,’ or the university
can let them know if things
aren’t working out,” Rich
ardson said. “It gives them
a year leeway to find other
employment if necessary.”
One criticism from af
filiates is that many do not
have voting rights at de
partment meetings where
decisions are made that will
affect them. About 52 per
cent said voting rights were
desirable, and 57 percent
said they do not have them.

The College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences has 99 affili
ate faculty members — al
most 63 percent of the total
affiliates at GVSU — but
only allows two responding
units to vote.
Another complaint was
that there is not a griev
ance procedure for affiliate
faculty. Almost 73 percent
of affiliates said they would
like there to be a specific
way for them to express
concerns, but only 19 per
cent said this was available
for them.
Richardson said he hopes
the survey and discussions
being held on campus will
help lead to solutions for af
filiates’ concerns.
“Affiliates are a mixture
of different people with
different points of view.
You have the retiree from a
major company versus the
person who just graduated
college and doesn’t have
a lot of real world experi
ence yet,” Richardson said.
“They’re going to have dif
ferent views on the world.
It’s a less homogenous
group, which is another
reason to pay attention to
them.”

hering to regulations.
Nationally, the rally on March 20th
CONTINUED FROM A1
was very successful, Disler said. She add
solidarity campaign that USAS organi ed that GVSU’s chapter of USAS made its
zations from more than 100 universities own progress by setting a meeting with
the administration, which is scheduled
across the nation are participating in.
“When we’re united across schools, for today.
“The administration will
we’re stronger,” Disler said.
see they are making students
Since the campaign started,
upset and they are supposed
11 universities have already
to be listening to the students’
adopted the accords, but
voice,” she said.
GVSU is not one of them.
The meeting today is not
Disler said she and the club Administrators
the first time that the USAS
have been working on get are trying
has had an audience with
ting administrators to sign
GVSU’s administrators. Se
the accord for the past seven to create a
nior Anthony Brown said one
months. Though the admin- JoODhold.
istration has not agreed to
r
of the main Ways that USAS
sign, it did write a propos*! imnwv nim
y , V works on tbeir campaigns is
to change the university code “usas president
by spreading awareness at
events on campus where ad
of conduct to help address the
ministrators are present.
issue.
“Sometimes if we know that someone
The resolution would hold all produc
ers of items sold at GVSU accountable for like (President Thomas) Haas is going to
the safety of workers, but would exempt be at a meeting, we go and we try to raise
GVSU apparel sold at stores off campus. different questions there,” Brown said.
He added that Haas and other admin
Although the response might have satis
fied the administration, Disler and the istrators are often contacted by USAS,
which has created an on-going relation
USAS wanted more.
“Administrators are trying to create a ship that helps the club achieve its goals.
Disler said that if more GVSU students
loophole,” Disler said.
The proposal doesn’t include a dead want to get involved with the campaign,
line for when the apparel producers need they can write letters to administrators to
to sign the agreement, something Disler explain how the signing of the accord af
said often leads to manufacturers not ad- fects students.

SWEATSHOPS
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Speaking out: Act on Racism group hosted a discussion panel during the Teach-In on
Wednesday; it discussed prejudicial confrontations and situations experienced on campus.

TEACH-IN
CONTINUED FROM A2
one, confined box or one
label,” said Jamie Bott, a stu
dent in English 392.
The media is also respon
sible for perpetuating racism
and is a contributor to the
idea of “othering,” Remlington said.
“I think a really good
example is looking at news
broadcasts,” she said. “When
there are African Americans
being broadcasted, often
times there will be subtitles
used even when the people
being interviewed are per

fectly understandable. You
don’t see that with whites
when they are interviewed
on broadcasts.”
There is no law that pro
tects people against racial dis
crimination from language
use. People can be fired for
the way they use language,
and it can also prevent people
from being hired.
“We aim to uncover he
gemonic ideologies, ways
of thinking and seeing the
world that go unchallenged,”
Remlinger said. “They seem
like common sense or nor
mal. We don’t even notice
them because they are part

of our world view.”
Some students pointed out
that while language can be
harmful, it can also be a tool
for change and awareness.
“I’d like to show that social
media can make our friends
more aware of these issues,"
said Kathleen Gallagher.
Since social media has
become a main mode of
communication, Gallagher
believes the outlet should be
taken advantage of and used
as a platform for hard discus
sions. She ended the talk by
asking students to be more
aware of what they are post
ing and saying.

SHAREYOUR STORY
You take creative photos,
so why keep them stored
in your camera? Share them
with the rest of Grand VaHe^ £
with Theme oftieWeefc
Just ItLanthom on instagrom
or twitter to shore your images.
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Campus West a 'home away from home'
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

Campus West is a stu
dent-oriented community
and a home away from
home located right next to
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Allendale Campus.
The leasing and man
agement office urges po
tential tenants to take ad
vantage of Campus West’s
“NO MONEY DOWN”
offer. Future residents can
sign a lease, secure a townhome or apartment for the
2014-15 leasing year with
out paying a single cent up

front. The application fee
and deposit payment can
be deferred until a later
date. Campus West under
stands that students often
live on a very lean budget
while in school and is will
ing to work with tenants to
help them secure housing.
junior Lynzie Gotshall
has lived at Campus West
for over a year.
“I really like the envi
ronment,” she said. “I have
a lot of friendly neighbors,
plus they’re cheaper than
most of the complexes so
you’re getting more of a
bargain for what you’re

www.campuswest.net

616.895.5904

getting."
The complex offers a
few different apartment
and townhome options.
Students can lease 2 bed
room 2 bath fully furnished
apartments or 2 bedroom
lbath unfurnished apart
ments. They also have 4
bedroom townhomes with
2 baths. The townhomes
only have limited avail
ability at this point in the
year, but can help you find
a room or roommates as
you might require. Rent
starts at $345 for a 4 bed
room townhouse.
Campus West offers a

CAMPUS

variety of amenities to its
residents. The Community
Building includes a gym
facility for when you’re in
need of a good workout, a
study lounge when you’re
looking for a quiet place
to get some work done
and recreational room for
when you’re looking to
take a break from all of
that studying!
“The gym is 24 hour, so
it’s really convenient,” Got
shall said.
Campus West also of
fers free tanning to its resi
dents, available by making
an appointment through

A FART MI NTS

the website.
“Free tanning is really
nice in the winter when
it’s cold outside,” Gotshall
said.
Also available to resi
dents is high speed wifi
and expanded cable for
when a break is needed or
your favorite show is on.
Campus West also likes
to host events for their
residents. This past Sep
tember they hosted a Golf
Scramble and Pig Roast for
students. Campus West is
currently running a Trivia
contest via their social me
dia site. Check out their

facebook page, Instagram
account, and Twitter page
for all that Campus West
has going on.
There are two bus stops
available for students to
use to reach their destina
tions.
“I like that we have both
bus routes,” Gotshall said.
“The ride is always short
no matter where you’re
going.”Students can use
both route 37 and/or 48 to
head to campus and other
complexes.
For more information
about Campus West, visit
www.campuswest.net.
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Giving back: A GVSU student performs as a part of Momentum,
which aims to use dance to benefit the community.

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

(a)GVLARTS

Reason for dance: A group of Grand Valley State University students perform a dance together to help raise money for
charities with Momentum. The organization raises money and performs charitable works in the community.

Momentum gives back to the community through dance
Group of GV dancers focuses on charitable works, raising money for local organizations
BY MARY MATTINGLY
ARTS 9 LANTHOR N COM

hile some dance concerts’ main
function is only to spotlight per
formers’ talents, Momentum is also
committed to proving that dance
used to benefit the community.
“Our main focus is raising money for
charity and performing charitable works,
and we have found that dancing is a great
way to do that,” said Carley Klebba, a senior
dance major and vice president of Momen
tum.
Momentum is a student organization
made up of dance majors and minors, but
is also open to students of all academic dis
ciplines. The organization works to educate
the community about the beneficial, physi
cal aspects of dancing, as well as give back
by performing shows that raise money for
local charities. This semester, the organiza
tion presents “Mass*Velocity,” a dance con
cert taking place in PAC 1600 on March 28

W

and 29 at 7 p.m. Proceeds will benefit the
Van Andel Institute, a nonprofit medical re
search institute based in Grand Rapids.
“We want to do something that affects the
immediate community of Grand Rapids,”
Klebba
can
be said. “We knew our donations would
be helping the community we live in.”
In the past, the organization has donated
to charities such as the West Michigan Hu
mane Society and the Manasseh Project,
which educates people on human traffick
ing. At the beginning of each semester, the
organization votes on the charities members
want to assist.
“We all have to contribute six service
hours; that is one requirement of being in
(Momentum),” Klebba said. “A lot of us get a
lot more than that — being in shows counts
toward it, too. You feel like you’ve helped.
Every semester we get to do everything in
volved in the university, being in a student
group, and also in the greater Grand Rapids
community.”

For the first time, the show will run for
two nights to accommodate the high num
bers of audience members it has attracted in
the past.
“We expanded the concert to two nights
so more people get the opportunity to see
it,” said Carrie Brueck Morris, an assistant
dance professor and adviser to the group.
“In the past, we’ve had lines out the door of
people waiting to get in.”
While concerts are free and open to the
public, donations are encouraged.
“(Momentum) sets up dance as...being
able to give back to the community,” Morris
said. “That we are not just an elite art form
for a few, but we can impact people through
our art.”
The organization averages 40 to 50 stu
dents per semester.
“It’s an opportunity to see a lot of amaz
ing talent and the interest that is in the dance
student organizations on campus,” Morris
said. “There are dance majors and minors

involved, but there are also many students
from (different majors) across campus. It’s
a wider pool of talent for these concerts,
which is exciting.”
The concerts put on by Momentum are
entirely student-produced. Members are
responsible for choreography, lighting, cos
tuming, stage management and house man
agement.
“It gives them an opportunity to produce
full-length works,” Morris said. “They can
apply things they have learned in the pro
gram, but also a lot of people at the univer
sity have choreographed at their own studios
and for other organizations. It’s a showcase
for them as well.”
All pieces are chosen and choreographed
by students. “Mass*Velocity” features pieces
from 13 choreographers.
“(The audience) can expect a variety of .
dance,” Klebba said. “There are some upbeat,
fun dances and some more serious, techni
cal dances; it will be a nice variety.”

.

Grand Valley State University presents "Sex and the Supernatural." featuring six
short plays about romance, mythical beings and spirituality.
Season end:

In character: Actors rehearse scenes before opening night of "Sex and the Supernatural."
which will be the season finale performances by those in the theater department.

Play gives tales of romance a supernatural backdrop
GV theater to present 'Sex and the Supernatural' in six short plays as department's season finale
BY CENIQUEYELDELL

century.
“I think the most challenging part about playing this
hat do vampires, Alice in Wonderland and the character was having to take a well-known children’s tale
Garden of Eden have in common? They’re all a and turn it into this scene dealing with very mature subject
part of “Sex and the Supernatural,” the latest play matter,” said Justin Mackey, who plays the role of Lou in
put on by the theater department at Grand Valley“What
State She Found There.” “It also takes a minute to get used
to the fact that I will be stripped down to my underwear in
University.
Billed as the season finale, “Sex and the Supernatural” front of a large group of people.”
The actor said it’s been fun playing with the comedy al
will be performing a set of six short plays that conjoin ro
mantic relationships, mythical beings and spirituality. The ready in Alice in Wonderland and seeing it clash with a
selected plays were created by modern writers from the real-world situation.
Roger Ellis, director of the production, said what inter
U.S., adding more relevancy and connection to the audi
ests him the most about the plays is the fact that so many
ence.
Some of the plays include “Genesis,” where Eve tells contemporary writers are bringing religion and the super
her point of view of what really happened in the Garden natural into their work for modern day audiences. Ellis
of Eden; “Zombie Grrls from the Crypt,” in which a les said while some plays focus more on the physical, others
bian vampire raises zombie girls from their slumber; and depict romantic relationships unfolding within or against a
“What She Found There,” which adds an extreme twist to background of spirituality and the supernatural.
“What is also noteworthy about this awareness of spiri
the Wonderland story with Alice finding herself in the 21st
CYELDELL@LANTHORN.COM

W

tuality in our lives is that these writers’ work is part of a
long-standing artistic tradition in many cultures that be
gan with the ancient Greek dramas and continues today in
some of the most vibrant writing for modern playgoers,”
he said.
Erin Feiner, who will be portraying Eve in “Genesis,”
said she hopes the audience keeps an open mind about the
topics that will be discussed and the messages attached to
them, although they may be strange.
“This play opens up these issues for discussion,” Feiner
said. “It doesn’t necessarily solve the problems brought up,
but it allows people the opportunity to talk about relevant
issues in a learning environment”
“Sex and the Supernatural” runs March 28 and 29 and
April 1 through 4 at 7:30 p.m. at the Louis Armstrong The
atre on the Allendale Campus. There will also be matinee
performances March 30 and April 5 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $6
for students and $10 for faculty, staff and alumni, but they
cost less if bought in advance.

A portal phenomenon: A message from CFV 426
New recruits wanted! New recruits wanted! New recruits wanted! New recruits wanted!
We strive to prevent the Portal Authority from suppress
ing the use and information on portals. Our beliefs follow
the freedom for use and information of these tools.
Joining us is the key to keeping our local area safe from
oppression. We cannot regress as a society and must fight for
our rights.
Stand with us and together we will open the portals for
everyone.
Everyone is welcome to join and help us on our mission

The Portal Patriots Grand Rapids interest group is looking
for new members to actively advocate for the adoption and
free reign of portals.
Portals may not be visible and you may not know they’re
there, but they are.
Portals are very real and they’ve been left unexplored for
more than a millennium. It’s time we change this. If we let
such agencies as the Portal Authority suppress this informa
tion, we will never have access to the portals.

for freedom of use and information. Joining inquiries can be
directed to portalpatriots@gmail.com with the subject line
“RE: New Recruit.” You will receive an email within 24-48
hoursof your inquiry.
More insight on us can be found at: portalpatriots.tumblr.
com.
Signed,
Portal Patriot Representative
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GLIAC salutes GV
baseball player
Sophomore Patrick
Kelly was named the GLIAC
"Pitcher of the Week" on
Monday for his perfor
mance in a nine-inning
shutout against Wayne
State University over the
weekend.
Kelly, who was pitching
on his 21st birthday, issued
no walks in the 3-0 victory
and gave up just four hits.
He also twirled a nine-in
ning shutout in his last start
against WSU in the 2013
GLIACTournament.
The GVSU rotation put
together an impressive
three-day span to open
conference play 4-0, as
four Lakers teamed up with
senior closer Chris Ripple to
post a 0.00 ERA.

i*

Securing the win: Senior Taylor Banks catches a pitch during a recent
game for the Grand Valley State University Lakers.

Ara you kidding me?
Aracena-Sanchez ties single-game RBI record, drives in seven to cap 13-8 win
BY JAY BUSHEN

Softball reschedules
home games
A pair of Grand Valley
State University softball
home doubleheaders,
which had been canceled
due to inclement weather,
will be made up in midApril.
GVSU will play Malone
University and Ashland
University as part of a
12-game homestand (six
doubleheaders) from April
11 to April 19 in Allendale,
weather permitting.

GV seniors play in lo
cal all-star game
Seniors Rob Woodson
and Dani Crandall from
the Grand Valley State
University basketball
program competed in the
eighth annual Champions
of Character College AllStar Games on Wednes
day night.
The event, which took
place in the Student Cen
ter at Davenport Univer
sity, featured seniors from
14 local institutions.
Woodson and Crandall
recently earned All-GLIAC
honors to close out their
careers at GVSU.

G L I A C

STANDINGS
TRACK AND FIELD
V

Thursday at Raleigh Relays
Friday at Raleigh Relays
Saturday at Raleigh Relays
Saturday vs SVSU 12 p.m

MEN'STENNIS
Thursday vs Walsh 9 p.m.

Slugging It: Junior Aaron Overbeck swings at a pitch during a recent game
for the Grand Valley State Universitiy Lakers.

SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

Head coach Jamie Detillion of the No. 18 Grand
Valley State University baseball team met with
senior left fielder Ariel Aracena-Sanchez in his
office on Tuesday and told him to take more of a
loose approach at the plate.
Aracena-Sanchez appeared to be calm, cool and
collected in the nightcap of a doubleheader against
Hillsdale College on Wednesday — and not only

did he bang a first-inning grand slam over the leftfield wall, but he also tied the GVSU single-game
record with seven RBIs.
“I was just relaxing and got lucky I had guys on
base,” he said after the game. “Coach just told me to
take it easy in there and relax when I’m the box to
see the ball clear and swing a little softer”
“It worked out well today.”
The Grand Rapids product ties classmate and
first baseman Giancarlo Brugnoni with the record-

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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breaking performance. Former Laker Pete Pierman
also accomplished the rare feat in 2000.
GVSU (15-5, 6-0 GLIAC) remained in first .
place with the 12-1 and 13-8 “home” victories at
Davenport University’s Farmers Athletic Complex
after the impressive individual effort.
“I’m really happy for him,” Detillion said. “We
just had a talk in my office about trying to get his
SEE BASEBALL ON AW

--------------------------------------------------------------------

The curious case of Lauren Gevaart
Former high school pitching phenom joins GV team after two-year hiatus
BY PETE BARROWS
ASSISTANTSPORTS @ LANTHORN.COM

comb through the 2014 Grand Valley State
University softball team roster reveals one
name that is difficult to place — Lauren
Gevaart. A junior pitcher new to the team, there’s
no record of a transfer or of any varsity collegiate
softball experience associated with her name.
It’s as though she appeared from the fields of
Allendale, where the cornstalks grow tall.
A deeper glance into Gevaart’s player bio
produces proof that she just so happens to be one
of the most accomplished prep pitchers to rise up
through the Michigan softball ranks in the last
decadp and has studied athletic training at GVSU
since 2011.
So when Gevaart stepped into GVSU softball
coach Doug Woods’ classroom last semester, it
isn’t hard to imagine a mystical voice echoing in
through the concrete slab walls whispering, “If you
ask her, she will play,” urging him to take a chance.
“Lauren basically said she was done with
softball in high school,” Woods said. “Everybody Back to basics: Lauren Gevaart winds up for a pitch during softball practice for the Lakers. Gevaart. a
said, ‘Oh, she’s coming to Grand Valley; you have former high school standout, returned to softball after taking two years off in college.
to get a hold of her!’ But as far as I was concerned,
she had already made her decision. I wasn’t going a compilation of NCAA Division I talents from chance for Woods, and an unexpected one at that.
across the state on a team sponsored by Hooters.
“It just so happens that she was in my athletic
to bother her.”
That was until at a softball tournament last Maybe Gevaart had been reminded of all that once training class that I was teaching, and so we had a
summer when Woods was alerted that Gevaart was good with softball — or that it could be again.
SEE SOFTBALL ON AB
Maybe it was just time. Either way, it was a big
had returned to the mound for casual play with

Friday vs Lake Erie 3 p.m.
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Sunday vs Malone 10 a.m.

Inescapable winter gives Lakers cabin fever

BASEBALL
Saturday at Ashland (DH)
Sunday at Ashland

GV begins outdoor season in NC, snow forces first home meet to move indoors

Monday atTiffin (DH)

BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

Tuesday atTiffin

SOFTBALL
Saturday at Walsh (DH)
Sunday at Lake Erie (DH)
Tuesday

at

Northwood

(DH)

SOCCER
Saturday at Spring Arbor

WOMEN'S GOLF
Sunday at NC4K Classic
Sunday at NC4K Classic

MEN'S GOLF
Sunday at WPSI
Moday at WPSI

LACROSSE
Monday vs RWC 1 p.m.

• • ♦♦

n 2012, a wave of spring heat produced near
perfect weather for the start of the outdoor track
and field season. Two years later, however, Old
Man Winter is dragging his feet, and the track in
Allendale is still covered in snow.
“There’s still snow on the ground. It’s really
depressing that we can’t get outside just yet, but
we will keep going to work indoors,” senior Nate
Hammersmith said. “I don’t think that will hinder
our transition to competing outdoors in any way.”
The Grand Valley State University teams will face
the challenge of a delayed transition as they race
into the outdoor portion of their 2014 schedule,
but the goal to be one of the top programs in the
nation remains the same.
Ihe GVSU teams ended their indoor seasons
with top-six finishes at the NCAA Division II
Indoor National Championships on March 15, and
to most programs, that would seem like quite the
accomplishment.
Slugger: Kalena Franklin competes in the 60-meter hurdles during the Lakers' indoor season.
However, the winter season left something to be
Franklin, a senior sprinter, is working to secure a national title in the outdoor season.
had for the No. 2 Laker women and No. 4 Laker
men, considering their expectations and level of Kalena Franklin (60-meter hurdles, 200-meter who garnered three All-American honors to cap
talent.
dash), Kristen Hixson (pole vault) and Courtney off the indoor season. “I know we were all a little •
The GVSU women are certainly expected to Brewis (5,000-meter run).
bit disappointed with how we placed at indoor
have another prominent campaign this spring, and
“We have a really talented group of athletes on
a few individuals in particular figure to compete both the men’s and women’s teams,” said Franklin,
SEE lit ON AW
for national titles individually, such as seniors
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GV junior wins Bellarmine Invitational
Hartigan dominates in Bluegrass State on dream-crushing course from past nationals competition
BY STEVEN GARBER
SGARBER 9 LANTHORN.COM

unior Kelly Hartigan was no stranger to the Persimmon
Ridge Golf Club after finishing in 16th place on the
challenging course two years ago at nationals.
The familiarity certainly showed on Monday. Hartigan
took first place individually, shooting 72 (E) across 18 holes at
the Bellarmine Invitational in Louisville, Ky.
“It was nice to play well at that course and have confidence
going into the next couple tournaments we have coming up,”
she said.
Three other Lakers joined Hartigan in the top 25 at the
two-day event. Freshman Julie Guckian recorded an 81 (+9)
to finish tied for 17th, sophomore Gabrielle Shipley carded an
82 (+10) to tie for 22nd, and senior Veronica Ryan shot an 83
(+11) to earn a tie for 24th.
The University of Indianapolis came away with a victory
at the six-team event (+27). Ferris State University came in
second (+29), while GVSU finished in a third-place tie (+30).
As a team, GVSU put together a pair of strong performances
on the road trip. On Sunday, the Lakers outlasted 22 schools at
the Perry Park Spring Fling and won the event by nine strokes.

J

SOFTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
conversation,”
Woods
said. “I asked her if she
played last summer, she said
yes. I asked her if she liked
it, she said yeah, it was sort
of fun.
“A couple weeks went by,
and I brought up softball
again. I asked her if we got in
a bind, if she could throw a
few innings for us.
“She said that it’d take her
a while to get ready. I said I
bet she could do right now,
and the next Monday, she
said she wanted to play.”
THE NATURAL

Look even deeper into
Gevaart’s transcript, and
her forgotten career begins
to unfold like a piece of
fictionalized cinema. The
stats alone are staggering.
After an injury-marred
freshman
campaign
at
Mattawan High School in
2008, she returned to the
mound in 2009 to accumulate
a 13-3 record with 132
strikeouts to 16 walks in
101.1 innings pitched to go
along with a 1.24 earned run
average (ERA).
The next season, she
began
11-0
with
126
strikeouts to three walks in
67 innings pitched, and she
did not allow a single earned
run. A stress fracture in her
right arm forced her to first
base, although she was still
named to the Division I allstate team at the conclusion
of the season.
As a senior, Gevaart went
20-3 with 216 strikeouts
to just 16 walks in 128
innings
pitched,
while
leading her team all the
way to the Division I state
championship game.
For her career, Gevaart
compiled a 49-6 career
record in three years of
varsity softball at MHS
with 525 total strikeouts
to 40 walks, a rate of 13.13
punch-outs to every base
on balls surrendered. She
averaged 12.41 strikeouts per
seven innings, batted .350
for her career, was named
all-conference, district and
region all three years, and

was a runner-up to Sara
Driesenga — currently an
All-Big Ten pitcher at the
University of Michigan — as
a senior in Michigan’s Miss
Softball Pitcher of the Year
voting.
Gevaart’s high school
coaches, Alicia Smith and
Teri Clark, remarked, “What
could have her numbers
been if she was healthy and
we pitched her as much as we
could have?” Portage Central
High School softball coach
Bernie Christopher had cast
his vote for Miss Softball
Pitcher for Gevaart instead of
Driesenga and commented
that “Teams win or lose with
pitching in close games, and
I don’t think Mattawan wins
the state championship the
way that they did without
Lauren.”
Her
high
school
teammates — from Hanne
Stuedemann, now a second
baseman at
Ball State
University, to Alyssa McBride,
a successful shortstop at
Michigan State University,
to Loren Nagy, a promising
young catcher at Western
Michigan
University,
to
Stacy Thompson, a pitcher
at Ferris State University,
to Emily McCarty, an
outfielder at Kalamazoo
Valley Community College,
to Allie Havers, a freshman
basketball player at the
University of Nebraska who
recently scored 17 points in a
Big Ten tournament game —
have all made their mark on
the next level.
She was as talented as any
of them, received an official
offer and took an official visit
“as a vacation,” but at the
time, it wasn’t for her.
“I thought a long time
about it, because logically,
playing is what I felt I should
do and what I was supposed
to do, but I didn’t see myself
playing, and I never saw
myself super happy with it,”
Gevaart said. “I had been
doing it for so long, and I
needed a break.”
Like Roy Hobbs before
her, people might have said,
“There goes Lauren Gevaart,
the best there ever was in this
game,” as she walked down
the street, but it wasn’t to

A trio of players earned top-25 positioning in Perry Park.
Shipley led the way with a 225 (+9) over 54 holes and tied
for first, junior Molly Esordi earned a tie for tenth with a 233
(+17), and Hartigan shot a 235 (+19) over the three rounds
before finishing in a tie for 16th
place.
Head
coach
Rebecca
Mailloux applauded her teams
performance in the event against
some of the top talent in the
region.
“Everyone had their moments
when we needed them,” Mailloux
said.
The strong showing of
late seems to have lavished
GVSU with a renewed sense of
confidence, which is becoming
more essential as the postseason
HARTIGAN
draws near.
“Our confidence is very high,” Shipley said. “I feel like we
now can start to expect a little bit more of ourselves.”
Mailloux’s team certainly appears to have the talent to do

just that.
*
Hartigan — who won the GLLAC Womens Golfer of the
Year Award in 2013 — and Shipley were both all-conferenee
first-team players a season ago, while Ryan was awarded AllGLIAC Honorable Mention plaudits.
“We can definitely beat anyone within the region,” Mailloux
said.
These high expectations are expressed throughout the
team, as well.
Hartigan said that, while the GLIAC championship is still
the teams main focus, “making it to nationals is the ultimate
goal.”
The teams play over the weekend brought great success
both individually and collectively, despite the team being a bit
“worn out” by the end of it, Shipley said.
“I think in the tournament over the weekend, we definitely
played the best we’ve ever played together as a team,” she said.
Improving day-to-day is still at the core of the team’s
collective effort, and it seems the Lakers won’t be easing off
the gas pedal any time soon. They will have an opportunity to
keep the momentum going this weekend in the NC4K Classic,
an event at the Jefferson Country Club in Columbus, Ohio.

be; Gevaart decided to hang
up her glove by choice and
walked away healthy and on
top to focus on other aims.
FORTHE LOVE OFTHE GAME

Six mound appearances
into her career at GVSU,
Gevaart’s return to the
diamond has been every bit
as triumphant as Shoeless
Joe Jackson’s, played by Ray
Liotta in the film “Field of
Dreams,” and Roy Hobbs’s,
played by Robert Redford in
“The Natural.”
Filling in for nowgraduated Hannah Santora,
Gevaart has paired with
sophomore
star
Sara
Andrasik to form a potent
1-2-power-punch atop the
Laker pitching staff. The
sample size is small and has
been stiffed by inclement
weather, but the results, so
far, are promising.
“The talent has always
been there, but I think she
wanted to give it a try for one
year to say that she played
college softball,” Woods said.
“Her heart’s in it, and she’s
playing for the right reasons.
We’re very pleased to have
her playing, and I think we’re
Starting anew: Heather Gevaart readies herself to pitch in practice. At the encouragement
as excited to have her play as
of head coach Doug Woods, Gevaart has returned to softball after taking a few years off
she is to play this year.”
since high school and is now a strong contributor on the team.
In 30 innings pitched,
Gevaart has used a potent been a great asset and has fit that traveled all the way to shelf life — really could be!
Portland, Ore., to become her last.
rise ball, a recently added in really well.”
More than any other the first team from Michigan
drop ball and change-up,
At the conclusion of this;
and a stringent focus to character in baseball film to win a Little League World season, Gevaart will retire;
avoid walks and get ahead lore, however, perhaps the Series. Just as special as once again to pursue her
in the count. She is 3-0 and one the Lakers would prefer each one of her district, career in athletic training;has racked up 42 strikeouts Gevaart to resemble most is regional and conference she already has an internship!
to seven walks, a rate of six Billy Chapel, played by Kevin championship starts — she lined up. Woods, of course,!
strikeouts to every walk and Costner in ‘For the Love of approaches every game the will retire, as well. With!
a rate of 9.8 Ks every seven the Game’, a character that same.
a
swan
song
national;
pitches a perfect game in the
“My mindset
doesn’t championship in mind and;
innings.
change from game to game, a pitching staff foreseeable
A rate higher even than final start of his career.
Prior to this season, and I think when it gets time equipped to pursue it, the;
Jenn Mackson’s average of
9.45 strikeouts per seven Gevaart’s last official start to pitch on a bigger stage, I’ll cinema of Gevaart’s curiousinnings in 2002, when she came on June 18, 2011 on pitch it the same way that I career arc through softball
blazed the current GVSU Diamond 3 of the Bailey Park approach every other game; isn’t quite ready for credits!
single-season
strikeout Flannery Sports Complex. like it could be the last game yet.
record (317 in 235.1 innings It was a a 13-strikeout, I ever pitch,” Gevaart said.
“I feel old sometimes, but;
three-walk,
complete- “When your pitcher is calm, after two years, it was time;
pitched).
“It was great working with game, no-hitter — just the everyone else stays calm. to come back,” Gevaart said.
13th no-hitter in MHSSA When your pitcher gets “I missed being a part of a
Hannah Santora last year,
but Lauren is an amazing title game history — that worked up, everyone else team, having girls to play
pitcher, too,” Andrasik said. secured the first Mattawan gets worked up.”
with that I can rely on all of
A
good
tactic,
as the time, and more than the
“I’ve gotten to work with her state championship in any
every start she makes — softball, and I have that here.!
a lot this year, and I think we sanctioned sport.
A start just as special as considering limiting weather,
make for a good combo. We
“I didn’t know a lot of
didn’t know she was coming her appearance with the an injury-riddled past, an the girls from last year, but
on the team until late last youth team from Mattawan arm two years away from the girls that have returned
semester, but I think she has District 15 back in 2006 the game and a self-imposed comprise a really strong core;
I think it’s a strong team
again. It was a little rocky at
times in Florida, but I think
as long as we play like we
are capable of playing, we
will do really well and can
potentially make another
deep run.”
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GV takes first at chilly SVSU invitational
Cunningham places sixth, paces methodical Lakers in Kentucky to help overcome 17 competitors
BY LUCAS RAINS

12th with his total score of 152 (+9), while
sophomore Chris Beltzer and redshirt
ollowing a tough fall season, the Grand freshman David Buko rounded out the GVSU
Valley State University mens golf team finishers with scores of 162 (+18) and 165
won its first invitational of the spring (+21) respectively.
campaign over the weekend at the Saginaw “We got pretty strong efforts from four out
Valley State University Spring Invitational at of our five guys,” head coach Don Underwood
said. “The one thing that we got over the
Boone Links Golf Course in Florence, Ky.
GVSU posted an overall score of 600 weekend was a lot of consistent play out of
(+24) to win the 11-team event. Ashland those four guys.”
Weather was a factor in Florence, but the
University and Lewis University finished tied
for second with scores of 607 (+31). Wayne Lakers found a way to play through the cold
State University placed fourth, and SVSU temperatures.
Mother Nature seemingly had no mercy on
came in fifth.
Senior Chris Cunningham carded a the golfers; it was a cold and windy weekend
Laker-best score of 148 (+5), which was good with wind chills in the 20s.
“They did a good job not focusing on the
enough for a sixth-place finish at the two-day
things they can’t control, like weather and
invite.
“It was very satisfying, and we didn’t have golf course conditions,” Underwood said. “It’s
that great of a fall, so it’s definitely a good start very early in the year, and the conditions on
to the spring season,” Cunningham said. “It the course are not what they’re going to be in
was great getting a win under our belts, and a couple months.
“At least there was no snow.”
hopefully we can keep the momentum going.”
Up next for GVSU is the Wisconsin
Sophomores Tyler Polulak and Austin
Parkside
Spring Invitational held at Otter
Eccleton matched each other all weekend
with scores of 74 on Saturday and 76 on Creek Golf Course in Columbus, Ind.
The Lakers have not had many
Sunday. They finished eighth individually at
opportunities to get outside and practice,
150 (+7).
Junior Jack Rider finished in a tie for but they have been doing what they can to
LRAINS@LANTHORN.COM
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Eagle eye: Junior Jack Rider watches his ball during a recent competition. Rider and the

i

Lakers took first at the Saginaw Valley State University Spring Invitational in Kentucky.

prepare.
“We’re doing a similar routine that we
have been,” Underwood said. “We’re hitting
balls when we can and taking advantage of
the facilities that we do have. We’ve got a little
bit of indoor short game stuff that we can
work on.”
GVSU plans to leave a day early for its

next competition in hopes of squeezing in a
productive practice round.
“It’s been hard in the spring season,
not being able to hit off grass that much,”
Cunningham said. “Going down the day
before gives us a chance to hit off grass and
play more golf before our actual tournament.”
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Freshman goalie stands tall despite 2-5 start
Zwilsky adapts to NCAA lacrosse as lone GV keeper, undergoes trial by fire by starting, finishing all games
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM

he lacrosse goalie is subject to a pressure foreign to
other positions in the sport. Her circle, which measures
nine feet in diameter, often feels less like the last line of
defense and more like a remote island.
When all else fails, the goalie is the final stopper; the only
hope after a defensive lapse. Combine those burdens with
minimal pads, a rock-hard ball and the sheer shooting speed
of college attackers — and it can make for an unnerving job.
That’s why the members of the Grand Valley State
University lacrosse team are thankful for freshman Sarah
Zwilsky.
Zwilsky, a club lacrosse standout from Knoxville, Md.,
drew looks from NCAA Division I schools around the
country while at Brunswick High School.
Then, GVSU head coach Alicia Groveston, a fellow
Maryland native, came calling, and the choice was obvious.
“I wanted to go somewhere I could play right away,”
Zwilsky said. “I wanted to start all four years — and GVSU’s
legacy with athletics is really impressive.”
A self-described “high-risk, hlgh^fBward" netminder, she
'

T

has established her own brand with a mix of athleticism,
competitiveness and intensity that have been central to her
success for years.
The rookie is no stranger to the circle, either. She has been
making saves since picking up the sport in sixth grade, and
when it comes to her on-field success, her teammates and
coaches cite her lacrosse IQ.
“I want to see leadership, reliability and trust in a goalie
— and Sarah has all those things,” first-year defender Kali
Spencer said. “She acts as if she were an upperclassman.
“I’ve never seen a goalie play like her before.”
After racking up four varsity letters and All-State firstteam honors in high school, Zwilsky has gone through a
stretch of rocky play to begin her collegiate career.
She has started, and finished, all seven games for GVSU
(2-5) this season. Through that span, she is allowing an
average of 10.86 goals per game while accumulating a .387
save percentage.
In the two GVSU wins, however, she has shined. She
allowed just four goals in a victory at McKendree University
on Feb. 16 and three in a win at Merrimack University on
March 6.
Most freshmen have growing pains, though, and Groveston

said the early hardships will bring a new level of talent and
maturity to her talented young player going forward.
“She’s going to make mistakes just like everyone else,”
Groveston said. “She just has to find her confidence on the
field in terms of what she’s comfortable doing. She’s going to
have to adapt and figure out what works best.”
Zwilsky was often called upon in high school to take risks
and make highlight-reel saves, but with the reigning GLIAC
champions in front of her, she is learning to adapt.
Part of the adjustment is learning how to become
acclimated with a new team. It seems she is a quick learner,
though, based on her ability to describe the team with an
accurate cross-sport parallel.
“It’s like going from Lob City to playing for the Spurs,” she
said. “There’s a lot more speed and talent, and we’re working
on how we can use and implement it.”
Without any pure options for a backup goalie, the Lakers
will call on Zwilsky time and time again throughout the
season. She is the only keeper listed on the roster.
She certainly appears to have a bright future ahead of
her in Laker blue. After all, it takes more than talent to be
a successful goalie — it takes the courage to stand tall while
stranded on an Island.
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CONTINUED FROM A7
nationals, but I think that’s just going to
motivate us to get the job done this time around.
“We have a goal in all of our minds, and we do
a great job of not losing sight of that.”
Sophomores Darien Thornton (throws),
Ethan Barnes (800-meter run) and Sean Wells
(60- meter hurdles) figure to be in contention on
the mens side.

BASEBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
own, and I don’t know if we
can attribute everything to that,
but he definitely played how we
hoped he would play.”
The Lakers, who had picked
up their first four victories
of GLIAC action over the
weekend without surrendering
a single earned run, had their
offense firing on all cylinders
against the Chargers.
In game one, junior
designated hitter Jesse Abel
notched an RBI single to give
the Lakers a 1-0 lead in the
bottom of the first, and they
never looked back.
GVSU rolled the dice often
on the base path, and the
strategy paid dividends.
“You just try to play small
ball when it’s this cold out,”
junior second baseman Kevin
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The Lakers appear to have what it takes to
challenge the nations best, and the goal certainly
seems to be within reach this time around —
especially because the national meet will be in
Allendale on May 22.
“We are definitely excited to get things up and
going again,” Hammersmith said. “We realize
that we could have done somewhat better at the
indoor nationals, and that’s really going to fuel as
going forward.”
GVSU, which captured its 5th and 15th

Zak said. “You try to get on
base and get singles because the
ball is not going to carry as well.
“Were not going to be able
to rely on the big hit. We tried
to scrap for runs when the
winds blowing in and it’s 25
degrees out.”
Small ball worked just fine
over the weekend atop the
frigid turf surface, but the sun
was shining Wednesday, and
the ball carried just fine in
game two.
Zak caught the attention
of the small number of fans in
attendance when he blasted
a homer down the left-field
line. Then, after the 4-6 hitters
reached base, Aracena-Sanchez
duplicated Zaks jack with a
bomb of his own.
The duo combined to go
8-for-ll with 11 RBIs in the
two-game set.
Detillion said he was
happy with the sweep against

the Chargers, who fell to 3-3
in conference play, but he
didn’t like what he saw from
the somewhat sloppy Laker
pitching in game two.
“I though we played pretty
well in the first game, but I’m
pretty disappointed with how
some things unfolded in the
second game,” he said. “There’s
some mistakes we’ve got to cut
down on as the season goes
along in all phases of the game.
“We let up a little bit, and the
way that we have been playing
in the last six games, it would
be nice to keep it rolling and
keep the right frame of mind
through the finish of the game
— especially after we threw
three shutouts in four games.”
Sophomore pitcher Russel
Griffin (2-0) picked up the
victory in game one, while
senior Sean Clancy (3-0)
earned the win in the nightcap.
It seems the hitters and

consecutive GLIAC indoor titles on March 2,
comes into the spring season as the likely favorite
to repeat in the conference — but that doesn’t
mean the Lakers will let their guard down.
The team competed in its backyard for
seven of the 11 scheduled meets during the
indoor season, but trips to Illinois, Kentucky,
California and Ohio will make for a travelheavy outdoor schedule this time around.
“The kids are excited for a change in
scenery — they want to get out of this

inescapable winter,” head coach Jerry Baltps
said. “It lifts the spirits and, who knows, that
could translate to some big performances
down the road.”
The Lakers begin their first road trip of the
season today at the Raleigh Relays in North
Carolina. The team will then return home
for a dual meet against Saginaw Valley Stale
University at 12:30 p.m. on Saturday. Tl)e
event will take place inside the Kelly Famity
Sports Center due to weather.

Sophomore Russell Griffin pitches for the Grand Valley State University
Lakers during a recent game. The Lakers have had a successful season thus far.
Supersonic:

pitcher — either due to a lack
of focus or chilly Michigan
temperatures — have some
work to do before they are able
to click consistently.

But as long as the Lakers
keep
getting
individual
performances, they should
be in contention for a fourth
straight title in May.

GVSU will hit the diamond
this weekend for a big series
at Ashland University on
Saturday and Sunday.
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FORYOUR
STUDENT SENATORS
VOTING ENDS

SATURDAY, MARCH 29TH @ 11:59pm
RESULTS WILL BE POSTED ONLINE THROUGH BLACKBOARD

ON MONDAY, MARCH 31st

Or visit
gvsu. edu/studentsenate
to vote!

http://gvsu.edu/studentsenate/ballot-index.htm

Students were asked to
answer one of the following
Platform questions:
l.What do you believe is the biggest issue facing the general
education program at Grand Valley?

2. How would you help combat the struggles that students with
disabilities face on campus?
3. How would you increase awareness for religious inclusivity
on campus?

4. If you would like to address an alternative concern on campus,
please identify and expand on the issue of your choice with a clear
plan of action or remedy stated within your platform.
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One of the biggest concerns that I have noticed on campus is a
problem that faces not only the commuting students, but those
that travel to arid from campus to living areas and classes, it is
the lack of adequate transportation at peak times. Every time I or
one of my friends has a class that is downtown at 6prn, unless we
feel like leaving Allendale in the early hpurs of the afternoon, we
will have a considerable wait for the 50. When we eventually get
on the 50, we feel like we are revisiting our childhood and taking
part in a game of sardines. If I have a c lass that finishes at 5:15pm
on Allendale campus, it seems perfectly acceptable that I will
make my 6pm class at Pew. This, however, is actually physically
impossible. Short of elbowing every other unlucky commuter out
of the way'and making a mad dash for the back of the bus. I’m
going to wait in the cold.

Constance Turnbull.
Major: Legal Studies

Andrew Plague
Major: Political
Science

A significant issue at Grand Valley is accessibility/perception of
existing student services. While numerous services exist, many
stgdents are facing issues in the classroom, at a campus job, or in
their personal lives that are going unresolved. Since September
2013,1 have served as the Student Senate representative on the
Ombuds Task Force. This task force was charged with studying
the feasibility of adding an ombuds office or ombuds peison to
campus. An ombudsperson is an official at an institution charged
with studying issues of maltreatment as well as systemic climate
concerns. This person meets with faculty, staff, and students to
help them understand their own conflicts and decide how best
to address the informally or through existing resources. Unlike
any other office on campus, an ombuds office is neutral, informal,
confidential, and independent.

[

Craig Harris
Major: Marketing,
Human Resource
Management

Brandon Fitzgerald
Major: Nursing

I believe the problem on our campus is not the lack of resources;
Grand Valley State University has a multitude of resources, many
more than other college campuses. Our problem is that with
about two thirds of our student body not being involved on cam
pus they do not know what resources are available and how to
handle situations, and in turn they do not know what resources to
utilize when situations arise. As a senator I would first like to see
now many of rive different resource* on campus students actually
know <M* ♦ and how often they MtHi/e them. 1 fpon finding that
information I would work on making sure resources that are not
as obvious are better promoted. When students are more knowl
edgeable of organizations, departments and faculty, and how to
get connected with them, then we as a student body will be able
to better handle situations on campus.

I believe one of the larger struggles facing the general education
program at Grand Valley is that many find it to be too broad and
arduous In nature. For the typical student, their entire freshman
year is spent taking classes that do not necessarily pertain to their
major, and while these courses are designed to broaden an indi- vidual's horizons, It comes at the cost of tuition dollars and time
that could have been allocated towards a student's major. Certain
aspects of the general education program are reasonable, such as
writing, math, science, and history requirements, but every stu
dent at Grand Valley being required to take classes in categories
such as "Social and Behavioral Sciences", "US Diversity", or "Phi
losophy and Literature" seems arbitrary. Further, the requirement
of themps or issues courses Is another time consuming constraint
a student must meet before graduating.
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Diana McCrumb
M^or: Biomedical
Science
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Calvin Snedeker
Major: Business

My new platform deals with improving the transportation at
Grand Valley. Students use the bus system everyday and it
becomes a reliable form of transportation during the week. On
the weekends, this is something that becomes less reliable and it
should he improved Not only to me but to other students, only
one bus running every hour does not become a reliable form of
transportation. What If students just want to take the bus to the
off campus apartments without having to go downtown first?
Or what if students have somewhere to be and they are not able
to get where they need to be because of how inconvenient the
bus route is? This is why I think Grand Valley should have 2 buses
running on the weekends. The 50 that goes downtown and the
48 that goes through campus and to the off-campus apartments.
The 50 would go every hour and the 48 would run every 5 10
minutes. This would be done during the day, and at night, the 50
would he the only bus that runs.
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Student Senate and the opportunities that are available for
students. There will be more opportunities to meet senators per
sonally and be able to disuiss problems you have wit h the people
that are able to solve them, or at least give then best effort to do
so. People will have mpre confidence in what the l Iniversijy is do
mg because they will have Student Senate lo turn to it things
- not how they believe they should be.

Emma Moulton
Major: Communica
tions & Advertising
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Student- Senate and the Student Body overall. 1 he purpose of Stu
d**nt Senate is to represent the student body and issues students
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When I first came to Grand Valley State University I was impressed
by the cultural diversity here. But after being here for two years I
can see that there is so much more we can do to spread cultural
diversity and awareness. True there are cultural organizations
and cultural greek life but most students have to go out of their
way to find them, like I did as an incoming freshman. We need to
spread more awareness and diversity within the student body.
Just recently Grand Valley experienced incidents of cultural
ignorance. If the students were more aware and had better access
to other cultures these incidents could be avoided. Just recently
I participated in Intercultural Festival. Such events like this one
could help students become more culturally aware. You can learn
so much in a week and have fun at the same time. I would sup
port more events such as this one. -

are

Through my experience as Vice President for Public Relations this
year, I have seen the lack of knowledge throughout the student
body of what Student Senate can do. Student Senators work on
many different committees outside of senate where they directly
connect with faculty and staff. We meet with the head of Campus
Dining, Facilities, transportation, Faculty Senate, Dean of Stu
dents, and various others on a regular basis. These meetings give
us a chance to represent students, share what works for us, or
what needs to be changed. Much of the student body is unaware
of our access. I would love it if all students knew they could come
to Student Senate with their issues and know it would be shared
with faculty and staff that can make the change. Many students
don’t know the access their organization has to the Student Life
Fund. Every year Student Senate budgets around 1.2 million dol
lars to help student organizations grow, but many organizations
aren’t aware of this money meant for them.

I 11< C ousms

Major: Marketing &
[ inance

AcU PR
I feel that Ament an sign language should be offered as a Ian
quaqe for the Hatholor of Arts prr»qram. I believe it will make our
graduates more marketable to employers.
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Hannah Lentz
Mcijor: Journalism
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Jeanette Velasco
Major: Business

should In* aware, and make it known that additional, personal
i/ed U'ligitm hast'd icsoun es ate needed.on < ampus As a part

I would like to increase religious inclusivity awareness by educat
ing students about different religions and just because it isdiffer
ent does not mean they can not be recpecttul and accepting of
everyoties religious choice.

of this vain‘d < olleqe < oniniunity and a returning it unit it a ol
Student senate, it would lx* my responsibility tt> ensure that all
students It •« *1 well oiiit1 and provided lot in t lit * not ess,try a .p<< Is,
tm ludmq leligioos based necessities In tin* ytsit I have served as
a senator, I have learned that in otdei to pot something tlono, you
not'd ono poison Or group with tmo amhrtious idt.sl and tin' dnyo
to inako

hoi nothing

happen. I take pixle in being a (jiand Valley

student wliti looks to make a different e in the lives of otlieis and
with this position as a senatoi; (.impus improvement is a m vei
ending goal

Jacinta Reck
Major: Political
Science

I believe that the largest issue facing the general education
progiam at grand valley is quite simply the lack of challenging
students to think critically. I do feel, and have always felt, that I
am being taught to take a test or to pass a class. I feel that often
professors, especially when it comes to general education classes,
just want students to pass the class and fulfill the requirement
The fault is not all rested upon the shoulders of educators as this
can often be the goal of many student as well. In several of my
classes I have had professors even tell me that they do not care
if we understand the material just as long as we are able to take
the tests successfully and pass the class. While realizing that a
class such a theater or statistics might not have a lot of pertinent
information to offer my future careei I would at least like to learn
something to help my future or my ability to learn.

Jacob Johnston
Major: Political
Science

As I finish my trim on the Political Affairs C ommiltee, out goals
as a committee have < hanged to provide* external out rear h and
set vu es to the c omnninity that sunounds Grand V.db*y State

Jessie a I lamlin
Major: Public
Relatit >ns
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Jewel Haji
Major: Legal Studies
and Political Science

to educ ate students

community can help as well
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To increase awareness of religious inclusivity on campus, I’d focus
on attendance at multi cultural events. Such events would be ap
propriate because they might reasonably revolve around religion
or, at least, people who practice various religions. Grand Valley
student, faculty and staff attendance at these events would
involve the campus community with each other, interacting
and learning about a culture different than their own. The event
would familiarize people to this religion witft hopes of realization
that people of differing religions are not terribly dissimilar By
interacting together, people get a glimpse ot each other beyond
appearances and humanize their perceptions of one another.
Gaining a different understanding between all on campus cre
ates a more-tolerant, ultimately inclusive cultuie. Facilitating this
occurrence is a proactive approach I would explore to increase
inclusivity. This effort could come in many forms.

John Rieglor
Major: Group Soc i<
Studies

A Ing issue on <,impus deals with (lie problem ol the la< k ol

Jonathan Cook
Major: Finance and
Accounting
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mgs As ol now, the only reper< ussion of a group not attending r.
not attending IS that those organizations may not
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In response to the first question, I believe that the biggest is
sue facing the general education progiam at Grand Valley is
the students disregard to the the fact that these core c lasses
are important for our growth during our time in college. Many
students look at "gen-eds” as a waste of time and frequently ques
tion why they need to take them. What they don’t see is that no
matter what your major is, it is helpful to have a broad range of
knowledge in different subjec ts. Students often want to foe us on
just their field of study, but knowing a little bit about others can
be helpful when looking for a job in the future. An art class.miqht
seem irrelevant for a legal studies major, but think of the edge it
gives you in being able to interpret things with an artistic view. I
think that Grand Valley is doing everything right when "it comes
to our general education requirements, but I feel as though it
needs to be advocated as a good set of courses that will ultimate
ly benefit any student attending this universit
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Major: Political
Science
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I believe that what we have here at Grand Valley is great; that isn't
to say everything is perfect, but we definitely are in a good direc
tion with our programs here. With that" said, I think the biggest
hurdle we face is getting the word out there about Grand Valley.
We know Grand Valley is great, but getting employers outside of
West Michigan to believe the same will take a lot of effort. I think
that we can focus on highlighting the initiatives and the innova
tion that is happening on campus and making sure that, despite
being a young college, Grand Valley is ahead of its time and lead
ing the way in the educational industry. When we can effectively
showcase the great developments at Grand Valley, I believe our
degrees will become more prestigious and more valuable into
our professional pursuits.

student oig.iuiz.ition that is ie< ognized by lHand Valley

Jared Hutchens
Major: Business
Administration

The biggest issue facing Grand Valley's education progiam is
keeping up with the extremely fast changes in technology that
our world is experiencing. The fast pace at which technology is
changing and advancing makes it hard for professors to teach
their students skills that will be relevant when they join the
workforce. In my Computer Systems class last semester, I learned
that my professor also taught at an elementary school as a com
puters teacher. She told our class that while we were learning
about how to use Microsoft Office and build our own websites,
her kindergarten class was about to begin learning the basics of
app development for mobile devices This got me thinking about
the relevancy of what we were learning. While knowing how to
use Microsoft Office programs and build websites is satisfactory
in today's professional world, it has almost become common
knowledge,
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Jeana Gondek
Major: Broadcasting
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Jordyn McCarthy
Major: Biomedical
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Being a freshman this 2013 2014 school year I experienced an
unexpected concern that many other freshmen and possibly
upper classmen also experienced A huge concern this year
and for future years to come here at Grand Valley is the increase
in incoming freshmen and the lack of fieshmen housing on
campus. At any college, completely running out of on < ampus
housing should not be a huge concern for an incoming freshman.
Unfortunately, because of this today I live in an off campus apart
mont, and it was very difficult for me to get involved and COnnec t
with my freshmen class. Although this Is a huge issue to take on
my goal is to make sure an incoming student of any grade does
not have to experience this issue I had. My small plan of action is
to connec t with the off campus freshmen to make them feel wel
corned, involved, and excited to offu tally r all themselves a l akei
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Grand Valley prides itself on being a univeisity that encourages
and accepts individuals, without discrimination based on ’’age,
colot, disability, familial status, height, marital status, national
oritjin, political affiliation, race, religion, sex/gender, sexual Often
tation, gender identity and expression, veteran status, or weight.’
Nonetheless, heightened awareness of religious inclusivity, to
focus on a singular aspec t, would be beneficial to the multitude
of individuals that attend Grand Valley. In a healthy, liberal arts
college there is an equal voice from each side of an opinion that
kindly shows tolerance and acceptance of others, even if not
everyone agrees on a statement. With religion, a topic that can
be touchy, there needs to be a dear census that all religions th.it
students pra< tice are to be included at Grand Valley. Religion is
a uniting factor and through communication of students from
multiple religions there would be awaieness that there is a place
for any individual to fit into.
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SENATE ELETION
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GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

I would like to address the issue of diversity and inclusion on cam
pus at Grand Valley. Opinions vary on whether or not our campus ’
considered diverse according to the background from which each
individual grew up. There is no question to me that our campus
is diverse in countless ways. Some of them evidently being, race,
identity, culture, ethnicity, religious representation, and sexual
orientation. The importance of inclusivity and equality within a
college campus is imperative to the success of the university as a
whole. Our campus has recently been affected by racist incidents
that no student body should respond to lightly and it is our respon
slbility as students of Grand Valley to make changes, somehow to .
make our diverse campus feel more inclusive to everyone that is
accepted into the university. If elected onto Student Senate, I will
use my passion for the equality of people, my ability to engage
others and my honest opinions to take steps towards educating
our campus on the importance of diversity and inclusivit

Madison Creutz
Major: Liberal Study,
Focus in Women and
Gender Studies

MgLiyrpi I Lr.npinr,

Kent Redford
M.ijor: Advertising &
Public Relations
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I think a major issue here at GVSU comes during the football
season. I see wlwn I go to a football game when halftime occurs,
almost the entire student section is depleted,This is a huge
problem and really tarnishes our school spirit credibility. I his Is
why I think our student section for these games needs to become
an event where everyone is excited to go and stay for the entire
game. Maybe pep rallies need to happen or other events that
would attract a broader audience is needed.
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Lawrence Williams
Major: Political
Science

i mij.ih Wyati

At times, students who graduate high school have no idea
what they may want to do later in life. Enrolling in some kind of
secondary education is required in the 2.1st Century if you want
better employment opportunities, yet some incoming freshman
apply to college without any particular interest in any area of
study. That's why we have a general education program. To assist
those students who have not found their niche, allowing them
to exoerienr e a wide ranqe of subjects and choose the one that
luuy U_ it nt Uii in. ! Imwv. vci,. nu >t often s dents enroll ii,,a a col
lege oi a university knowing exactly wh,u they want to do I his
is where the general education program is not needed. Wasting
precious time and money simply to take courses of which may
hurt your G.P.A is not necessary: In fact, it serves no purpose at all
to the student! What do I believe is the biggest issue facing the
general education program at Grand Valley? The fact that we are
targeting the wrong students with this program!
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Madelaine Cleghorn
Major: Political Sci
ence and Spanish
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Major: Accounting
and Finance
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Nikolas Catlin
Major: Marketing
Human Resource
Management
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College is a time for growth and development. Most people
attend college to get a degree that they believe will help them
land their dream job. Learning, however, should not be limited
to the classroom. Getting Involved on campus can provide many
opportunities to grow as a leader, develop social skills that can
be carried long after graduation, as well as a chance to make
connections that can help you land the dream job that you have
always had. As a member of Student Senate, I will do the best of
my ability to ensure that student life on GVSU's campus continue*
to be one of the greatest aspects of going to school here. Having
a degree can get your foot in the door; having great soc ial skills
and knowing how to be a part of an organization can help you to
move up company's ladder.
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One issue on campus that I am confident can be solved by stu
dent action is the inclusion of international students throughout
campus. Perhaps if GVSU can c reate a more welcoming environ
ment for international students, wocan increase the current
number enrolled from J7B. I would propose the creation of a pro
gram that pairs each international student with at least one non
international student, preferably one who is involved on campus
or has a ma|or in a language the international student speaks. ,
This creates an opportunity for the international students to get
moie out of campus life, as well as a chance for non international
students to learn about a culture outside of what they are familiar
with Additionally, it would be useful for student organizations to
mac h out to International students spe« ifically, making them feel
more welc ome. ■
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What do you belinvi* is the biggest issue facing the general eduta
tion program at Grand Valley? Grand Valley State University stands
on the precipice of change because of rapid growth. This growth
must be carefully managed in order for the quality of the educa
tional experience to remain high in areas such as student services
reasonable tuition, and small class sizes. For years, GVSU has kept
most class sizes small enough to enable and encourage professors
to give more individual attention to students. The small-claSs style
of teaching has drawn a swell of young eager minds to the campu
with hopes of exploring their full educational potentials. Bold new
buildings are being built all around campus in order to accommo
date this surplus of students. Change is necessary to keep evolving
and growing as a university. However it's important that GVSU not
lose what has made it special. To facilitate this change there needs
to be a substantial growth in the different services offered by
Grand Valley such as the writing workshops.
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As a l iberal Arts College, students are required to take many
classes in various categories that encourage them to be open
minded to all perspet tives and think about issues in broad
terms, to help create well-rounded members of society that will
thrive in any real world situation. I think this is something that is
extremely important, and GVSU is successfully pushing students
to think outside the box by taking classes they may never have
simply because they are mandatory. However, I believe there Is
a void in the requirements that leaves out an important skill that'
students need to have in today's world An important issue I see
with the general education program at GVSU is that there is not
a required course about diversity awareness and acceptance;
how to interact with people of all kinds, how to deal with racism
and help prevent it, and how to think in terms of people from all
cultures being united as one, rather than segregated by race, skin
color, or sexual identity.
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Mackenzie Butler
Major: Business
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I strongly value student involvement and interaction on campus.
As a current student I do not feel as though the awareness or
engagement level GVSU students have with the university Is as
strong as it has potential to be. This is a concern I would like to
address. I want to further engage students to become part of the
culture at GVSU and experience much of what it has to offer. In
order to accomplish this, I would like to strengthen the overall
awareness level students have with the GVSU Student Senate.
I understand how influential social media is with spreading the
word. Because of its influence I want to use social media as my
main platform strategy to increase awareness and engagement
students have with student senate. Student senate connects with
students on two social media networks: Facebook and Twitter.
GVSU has 24,477 students enrolled for the 2013-2014 school year
Of those students only 5.24% have "liked" GVSU's Student Senate
page on Facebook.
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Malina Clements
Major: Public
Relations
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SENATE ELECTION

rG/

SydneyTyus
Major: Pre-Business

'* > j/

Scott St. Louis
Major: History

V-.in f )rn'-lif»
L/Lijor: Broufjr,idling

One of the main issues with which I have been involved as a
member of the Student Senate for the past two years has been
Open-Access Scholarly Publishing, the idea and practice Of pro
viding students, scholars, doctors, and entrepreneurs with free,
immediate, online access to academic journal articles. Students
are often unaware of the fact that their tax and tuition dollars
pay for much of the research that is published in academic jour
nals of all disciplines, even though they are essentially forced
to pay a second time for these materials when their university
library system purchases subscriptions for the same journals,
some of which can cost up to $40,000 per year. If elected to a
third term as a GVSU Student Senate, I hope to continue my
work with like minded members of Grand Valley's faculty and
administration by discussing this issue with state legislators.
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//<•/» to be retsli'tt/.d onto. Student senate,
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i'lbj* /An bay.,i 'disability, stnKjtjjir.ig around campus. I >A>u'ld
Ur.* -r.k tfV»'>hid'*nt; if f cquM help them with wt»dt».'ver 'ut pa hop
Oil-/

Torrol! Couch
Major: Political
jC Gf ' ; G PfiifoSOph/

Tyler Major
Major: Biology
Pre-medTech

dulling /«tfi I vyr>uir) th«*n avk the Mu dent if the/

n \s ,!<d the f )\\’ihtltty Support Pesour'es > PfiUr mforcnatJOb, \o
if diey ha/•■ anymore proMbmvthey o.in re port them, After that

I //oufd fr / to pn-yrnt

part\r olarly lyvie from happening

./gain, by r orit.tr ting the Utsabilit / Support Hn'.oorc ey C‘-ft ter.
■Wl s»*t up a mwttfiq to wake stif*- we get Uri of Ihe problem as
soon as possible, so that students don t he v to deaf with that
partu tiUr issue again, as no students should fr-el like they need
assistarif e on■< ampus because of any disabilities

Shannon Blood
Major: Group Social
Studies, emphasis
in History

I think that the biggest issue facing the general education
program at Grand Valley would be making students aware of its
emphasis to their college education. Being able to take general
education courses and acquire a liberal education allows stu
dents to learn about other topics than just the ones that might
be included >n their major. General education courses should be
chosen for each student based on their interests in the course
topics versus classes that might seem easier or less challenging
than others. These courses are there to enhance their education
and not be based on a qualification that must be met.

An alternative Concern on campus is racial inclusion Grand Val
ley has a small percentage of minorities on campus and being
a minority I see firsthand the issues we face. A couple of things
that not just Grand Valley could do, but everyone to promote
and enhance racial inclusion includes things like having different
organizations from fraternities to student unions, start work
ing together to put on different cultural events, bringing in
more diversity topics and discussions at transitions, and having
the liberal arts curriculum changed to bring in more diversity
aspects. Going further, the mam problem is that racial inclusion
and the discussion of all races isn't really happening on campus.
If organizations started working together to introduce there dif
ferent cultures to each other we could all learn to appreciate the
cultural differences here on campus.

Tyler Swanson
Major: Accounting
and Finance

The main goal of the General Education Program of Grand Valley
is to assist in creating a diversely educated person. Although this
does help students in their general knowledge of things, there
stands a large issue within the program. I believe this large issue
to be a lack of understanding of the General Education Program
within the Grand Valley student body, I think the students simply
don't understand why they have to take a math class if he or
she is an art major or why a science major might have to take a
history class. I know that everyone could just talk to almost any
faculty or professor's in Grand Valley and find out what the Gen
eral Education Program really does. I still don't think that is the
overall solution to the problem because the thought of why he
or she is taking a certain class still looms. I feel the only way to fix
this problem is to first look at the root of it then decide from that
how to best help students understand how General Education
classes help.
Th'- biggest
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Shelbi Rushing
Major: Hospitality
Tourism Management

Grand Valley lias been continuously increasing at an expo
nential rate. As enrollment increases, so does the amount

Tyler Tester
Major: Finance

of students living on campus with a disability. Students on

By giving all religions equal rights and opinions on campus af
fairs, we can reduce the effects of religious inclusivity. No religion
(or lack thereof) should feel oppressed or like their views are
unequal to others at Grand Valley State University. By giving all
religions impartial say in religious affairs, religious inclusivity can
be stopped.

campus living with a disability fare daily struggles th.it c an he
avoided. Those with disabilities may need spec tal <u c ommoefa
tions. Winter can be one of the hardest c hallenges for someone1

Nfc
w£m

with .i disability when navigating < ampus Over the couise of
the winter, not all walkways and parking lots are ai < essible lot
someone who may need a c leat path. I he winter snow and i< e
pile up can prevent someone with a disability from making
it to c lass or an event In or (let to help i omh.it this issue that
students with disabilities fat e oil ( ampus, I would WOfk with
maintenance on the t (insistent y of wintei upkeep.

Shirlene Armstrong
Major: Political Sci
ence International
Relations

Stopha'N Quicksey
M.ijor: Public & Non
Profii Administration
( onepntration:
( ommunity I )<>vHop
merit Planning

I believe that in order to fix the problem you must identify what
the problem is. The general education program is a wonderful
curriculum to follow for many students, especially those who do
not know what they want to go into. It offers a vast array of sev
eral different fields of study, ensuring that students receive an
introduction to each field. While this program is very beneficial
to some students, there are some issues that need to be fixed
with it. The general education program is a hefty credit amount
for many of the students. There are several courses a student
is required to take and most of these classes do not apply to
their major or minor. For most students, it is possible to finish all
of their general education requirements, their major or minor
courses, and the cognate courses for their degree in the matter
of 4 years. However, there are many students who have to take
an extra semester or year in order to finish their undergraduate
education.
_________________________________________
clef ted Senator, I will Wuik very diligently on behalf of
students with dr,abilities I understand tint students with
disabilities have all of the potential in tin1 v/otld to sin m « d
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orities to ensure that students wit 11 disabilities are, first, made
aware of < ampus resoue es that .we available to them -'»«•»
ondly, I will make < ertam.flidt they have duet t ,i( t ess to guality
resoue es that are guaranteed to help them I'am, grow and
sin reed fieri1 at Grand Valley,State11Tniveisity and beyond I wilt
also f onstantly think of new strategies to belt* i assist stude nts
with disabilities by i<’iseae hmg more and more ideas that Grand
Valley a an implement on < apspii. tb.it will impigv the qualify
i if ies< tile < s t bat are off tied to students wit 11 < Lisa t til it n vs

lylct /iola
Major: Human
Resources
Management
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Stop at our table in Kirkhof to vote
3/24: 9am-10am & lpm-4pm
3/25:10 am-12 pm
3/26:1 lam-3:30pm
3/27:12pm-3pm
3/28:12pm-2pm
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r ii< • t <<niiuui i

http://gvsu.edu/studentsenate/ballot-index.htm

Or visit
gvsu.edu/studeiitseiuite
to vote!
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY

MARKETPLACE
Miscellaneous

15% Student Discount: LB’s
Lounge is offering a 15%
discount every Monday on all
food for students, faculty and
staff members with a valid
ID.
Located in downtown Grand
Rapids inside of Louis Ben
ton Steakhouse. Stop in or
call (616) 454-7455.

Are you passionate about
campus health outreach and
social justice? The Univer
sity Counseling Center is
looking for interested stu
dents to serve at Peer Edu
cators. Lakerjobs JobID:
14245 for more info.

Clinton River Watershed
Council
Job Title: Environmental Sci
ence Intern
Location: Rochester Hills, Ml
Search Job ID: 14281
Apply By: April 9, 2014
For more information visit
www .g vsu. edu/lakerjobs

You could be a lucky winner!
The Lanthom Theme of the
Week is Lucky, share your
lucky Irish photos on Instagram or Twitter with #Lanthom to win free prizes.

The Lesbian and Gay Com
munity Network of Western
Michigan
Job Title: Spring/Summer
2014 Event Planning & De
velopment Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 14229
Apply By: April 30, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Rbomalcs

Looking for a subleaser from
May-August in Mystic
Woods! You have your own
bedroom/bathroom, laundry,
and carport. Cable and air
conditioning are available.
You would be living with
three awesome girls. $415 a
month but willing to negoti
ate!

Weber Shandwick - Detroit
Job Title: Production Coordi
nation Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 12067
Apply By: July 31, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL

Male or female subleaser
needed for May, June and
July! Only $395/mo with your
own bedroom AND bath
room! Located at Full Circle
Townhomes. Contact me @
517-490-7707 for details!

616-331-2460

classified s®la nthorn.com

Looking for roommate in my
2-bedroom townhome for
August 2014! I am female
and preferably looking for a
female roommate. I am
clean and quiet, and am
looking for someone who is
also clean, quiet and re
spectful. You get use of the
common areas, as well as
your own bedroom with pri
vate bathroom. The bed
rooms are pretty big—enough space for a double
bed, desk, and dresser—and
have decent closet space.
The bathrooms are also large
with a tub/shower combo. A
short walk, drive, or bike or
bus ride to GVSU! Parking is
just outside the townhomes
too. The rent is only $515 per
person and includes water,
internet, cable, snow and
trash removal. The unit is lo
cated at Full Circle Townhomes on Lake Michigan,
just across from GVSU. Call
269.447.3012 or email Kiana6795@GmaiJ.com for
more information!

lutprnships

Eenhoom LLC
Job Title: Sales Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 14246
Apply By: April 6, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

AND STAFF some restrictions dpply

I am looking for someone to
sublease my apartment at 48
west May - August. The rent
is $460 a month, parking
pass included. Please email
me if you have any questions
at tolanma@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for a female roomate
to sublease for a 3
bedroom/3.5 bathroom
townhome. You will be with
two awesome girls! Rent is
440 a month with free cable
and the lease is from June to
June. Please contact me
ASAP if you are interested.
Text or call me at
2699536327!

Looking for a roommate for
the 2014/2015 school year.
Lake Michigan Drive apart
ments are super cozy and
only $400 a month! It’s right
on the 37 route but it is a
lovely stroll to campus. Hit
me up if you’re interested
Stephanie® (906)-369-1084

FunCakesGR.com

CakeRental.com

live this way

SUBMIT
CAMPUS
YOUREVENTS
V/IEl/J

""FREE™
classifieds@lanthom.com

BRAIN BUSTERS
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Try Squares

GO FIGURE!

by Linda Thistle

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.

by Linda Thistle

The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.

DIFFICULTY: ★ ★ ★

1 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

★ Moderate ★ * Difficult
★ ★ ★ GO FIGURE!

O 2012 King Feature* Syndicate. Inc.
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A RIVER RUNS
MAGIC MAZE • THROUGH IT

by Linda Thistle
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
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I H F E C D D N O D N O L B

Find the listed words in the diagram They run in ail directions forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.

J0MSUB
JOMSUB

sajenbs Ajjl

★ Moderate

SH3MSNV
r

Amsterdam
Baghdad
Berlin
Brussels

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★

aionftojdAo

★ ★ Challenging

★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!

^

SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gegl

AXYDLBAAXR

AFKH

KQJUA

GPZZUN

Posey

LEWORF

EFXQYI

QYHB

Rome
Tokyo
Warsaw

@ 2012 King Features Synd , Inc. All rights reserved

is LONGFELLOW
One letter stands for another. In this sample, A is used
for the three L's, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters,
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all
hints. Each week the code letters are different.

YBZBNO

Kiev
Lisbon
London
Paris

O 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.

CryptoQuote

...

Cairo
Calcutta
Delhi
Dublin

RYCUL

HEUQG

Rugged

OGHUT
CBPYNA,
HEU

AFKH

UXUY
BL

QL

HEU

QH

QA

UFGHE.

EMBLUT

'Do you realize that our

NFDU

GUZUMMF

CUAH

TODAY'S WORD

is entrusted to the man who wrote this
drivel and to the women who fell for it?”

02012 King Features Synd., Inc.
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